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The old masters whom we meet in the museums are usually remote precisely because their works are
so familiar in another setting, it is really surprising to see them on the walls of a modern gallery and
available to purchase. It is difficult in a digital age, when anything can be captured even on a mobile
telephone, to realize the extraordinary struggle it was to fix in two dimensions the impression of three.
Each generation could add a new benchmark in the task of manipulating materials, which produced
this magic and each work is a time capsule that deliberately intends to convey much more than the
casual appearance of reality. The masterpieces from renaissance Florence tell one much about the
aspirations of the ordinary individual five hundred years ago, others distill the poetry of the human
soul today. These artists were the prodigies of their time, winners of the talent shows of an entire
culture, combining the inventiveness of personal discovery with the adventure of new windows onto an
existence that had so much to offer of the unnoticed. They do gain from being placed alongside others
of their company: it is an occasion when the memory that Paolo Giovio talked of really works, with the
virtues of those portrayed coming to life. The images of the sixteenth and seventeenth century have an
extraordinary amount to tell us about today, and the idea of putting them in a modern setting also
reminds us of the durability of their appeal.
It has been interesting to learn of Jan Lievens’s pursuit of Anthony Van dyck, a master he much
admired and who had such an impact on his style, and how both enjoyed success at the court of
Charles I in London in the 1630s. Albertino Piazza da Lodi’s Madonna and Child, so close to Leonardo
in its breath of life, seems also to look to the next generation further south in Tuscany and Umbria, to
raphael in Florence. From there it is really remarkable to bring together the three Madonnas, so
obviously the products of a single moment in a such a fascinating environment. The narrative of each
work is still alive, with Pontormo’s and rosso’s pieces still manifesting the impact of their enthusiasm
for Andrea del Sarto. To read in Vasari’s Life of Pontormo of this early work he had kept with him all
his life, coming to light after his death in his studio that no-one had access to before, gives one an idea
of the force of his teacher’s invention, just as del Sarto’s panel itself evinces the clandestine passion
that he had for Lucrezia del Fede, girlfriend and love of his life. Her children seem to be the models for
these boys, and they in turn for rosso’s extraordinary ability to capture their playfulness.
It used to be that Bond Street was at this season a byword for exhibitions of this kind, and it is good to
be able to rival some of the presentations of the past. We are fortunate to have found such a space in
the heart of the West End, and look forward to bringing old and modern masters to a new audience.
This is deliberately not the kind of setting of a period room, but works like Correggio’s Head of Christ
or Andrea del Sarto’s Madonna and Child with St John need no dish on the side, they hold their own.
Above all it is good to see the enduring qualities and relevance of all these exhibits, which continue to
fascinate not just on account of the narrative of their past but even more because they have not yet
reached their final destinations.
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A n d r E A d E L S A rT o
1486 - Florence - 1530
The Madonna and Child with the Infant Saint John the Baptist
oil on Panel
87.5 x 68.6 cm
Painted in Florence c. 1513
19th century label on reverse reads ‘3054 # 6-27-95’
P ro V E n A n C E

Private Collection, nantucket;
Private Collection, London
L I T E r AT U r E

S. J. Freedberg, Andrea del Sarto, Cambridge 1963, no. 46, p. 93 (as a lost composition);
J. Shearman, Andrea del Sarto, oxford 1965, no. 24, p. 210 (as the missing original for no. 24)
This famous lost masterpiece has only recently come to light. The painting has been the subject of a
careful conservation in the second half of 2008. It was discovered that the background had, in the
eighteenth or early nineteenth century, been entirely overpainted in order to make the design
correspond more closely with the Leonardo-esque sfumato that was favoured at the time. now the
figures stand out more against the lively brushwork in characteristic green and grey and the original
shadow of the figures with its vigourous shading, also present in the Madonna of the Harpies, has also
been revealed. The colours of the figures also have found their original clarity and depth, the red
lacquer of the Madonna’s sleeve being revealed as the same tonality of the red of the dress.
Painted around 1513, it is one of the most exciting rediscoveries in Andrea del Sarto’s oeuvre. It is one
of the primary High renaissance examples of a tradition of images of the Holy Family in Florentine
painting, which is a characteristic feature throughout the Cinquecento from raphael to Pontormo and
Bronzino. The important composition shows del Sarto developing the emotional excitement and
direct appeal of his work, as he entered the most accomplished stage of his career. The late Professor
John Shearman noted the influence the composition had on Pontormo amongst others, and that its
importance has been overlooked in studies of the period. The attribution was confirmed by Professor
Shearman after examining the painting in the original [written communication 29 november 2000].
The work was painted a year or two before del Sarto was commissioned in 1515 to produce one of his
most celebrated early masterpieces, the Madonna of the Harpies now housed in Galleria degli Uffizi,
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Florence. In all probability a private commission, the fame of the painting is demonstrated by the
numerous school derivations by Pontormo, rosso Fiorentino, Francabigio, Puligo and lesser hands.
The existence of these paintings led both the late Professor Sydney Freedberg and Professor John
Shearman when they wrote their seminal monographs in the 1960s to suppose that this composition
must have come from an original work by Andrea del Sarto himself. It has now been rediscovered.
The painting is especially interesting as it is one of the first mature examples of Andrea’s Holy Family
compositions that were to have such a profound impression on Florentine art through the next two
centuries. Stylistically it fits just after the Madonna and Child with Saint Elizabeth and Saint John the
Baptist in the national Gallery and the Vienna Tobias. The figures of the Christ Child and St. John
begin to exhibit some of the fluency seen in later treatments of the same subject, like the c.1518
Borghese Madonna and Child with the Infant Saint John the Baptist and the 1520 Madonna and Child with the
Infant Saint John the Baptist at Ascott; whilst the hands and the face of the Virgin retain stylistic
elements of his slightly earlier works, like the 1512-13 Uffizi Annunciation. The incipiently hooked nose
and jagged hand are typical of his early development, whilst the fluent treatment of eyes and hair of
the children becomes more and more developed in later compositions, like the 1520 masterpiece The
Lamentation in the Kunsthistorisches Museum, Vienna.

Infrared reflectograms of the charcoal
underdrawing on the panel show Andrea
del Sarto’s characteristically vigorous
hand, and the X-rays show “everything I
thought they should” as Prof. Shearman
wrote. The opportunity of this recent
cleaning was also taken to make a
complete infrared reflectogram, which
has made even more evident the
sophisticated underdrawing, entirely
consistent with other preparations in
other autograph Andrea del Sarto
compositions, particularly of these early
years. The infrared reflectogram reveals

The Madonna and
Child with the Infant Saint John the Baptist.
(during restoration: the figures have
been cleaned of previous restorations
whilst the background remains overpainted).
AndrEA dEL SArTo
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the bold charcoal strokes the artist employed in designing the figures and they are revealed because the
infrared rays are particularly sensitive to the carbon element, showing the design almost like a sinopia
under a fresco. numerous pentimenti have emerged, of which one of the most interesting is the lightly
indicated curtain drawn up to the sides and extending up towards a baldacchino above the Madonna’s
head, a feature that exists in several of the known versions from the studio, like the copy in the Cà
d’oro, Venice, and the one in the Cremer Collection, dortmund, but not actually incorporated in the
original itself. St John’s arm is emphatically restated, and the profile of the Child’s back was evidently
set further to the left in an earlier stage of the design. The drawing around the eyes of the Madonna
shows the sensitivity of his modeling, an excellent preparation for the brushwork that is subtly
different from the original outlines. The treatment of the Madonna’s turban on her shoulder is entirely
consistent with the underdrawing in other works of around this date, such as the national Gallery
Madonna and Child with Saint Elizabeth and Saint John the Baptist and the Hermitage Tallard Madonna1 ,
whilst the indication of the Madonna’s unrevealed breast echoes the breast revealed in Charity,
Chiostro dello Scalzo, Florence, of the same date.
Although the present painting, as Professor Shearman has pointed out, is entirely the master’s own
hand, the cartoon for this composition was clearly reused repeatedly by pupils. ‘From about 1514, in

Copy after AndrEA dEL SArTo Madonna and
Child with St. John, Cremer Collection, dortmund

Copy after AndrEA dEL SArTo Madonna and
Child with St. John, Cà d’oro, Venice

Left: InFrArEd reflectogram showing the underdrawing present on the panel and the indication of the curtain
of a baldacchino.

AndrEA dEL SArTo The Madonna and Child with the Infant Saint John the Baptist, Ascott, 1520

response it seems to a great
pressure on his workshop, he
begins to make cartoons for
panel-paintings of modest size
that can be produced as
multiples’2. The design of the
image in the original seems to
have been produced with
particular care and it is most
interesting to have such
abundant evidence of the
artist’s working method,
evident in the underdrawing,
in what was an exemplary
image that so many artists of
his entourage took
inspiration, from rosso
Fiorentino, Franciabigio,
Puligo and others. The school
derivations of this
composition often share the
same dimensions and
Professor Shearman has
argued that there was a
cartoon that provided the
foundation of this design and
it is in this way that the
tradition of such Madonnas
was perpetuated in Florence.

AndrEA dEL SArTo Charity,
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Chiostro dello Scalzo, Florence, c.1513

Shearman noted that it is
interesting to see that even in
more elaborate works the
artist did not always have a
cartoon, but this format of
the Holy Family was one that
he worked to a particular
perfection, and it was this
that enabled others in the
studio to make their own

imitations; some with a landscape
background and others with a
baldacchino and cupids, like the one
attributed to rosso Fiorentino,
formerly with Colnaghi3.
Professor Shearman noted the X-rays
reveal del Sarto’s distinctive habit of
painting the hair on a ‘reserved’
ground. He sees this as “an authentic
Andrea about 1513, of a very
interesting and important design”. It
represents an important landmark in
the artist’s production of this kind of
subject, for which he was to become
so famous.
The previous history of the panel is
unknown, although it may have been
in the U.S.A. as early as the late 19th
century. The work is contemporary
with the Charity in Chiostro dello
AndrEA dEL SArTo Madonna of the Harpies, Uffizi, Florence
Scalzo and a little later than the San
Gallo Annunciation, the national
Gallery Madonna and Child with Saint Elizabeth and Saint John the Baptist and the Hermitage Tallard
Madonna, both dated around 1513.
The period around 1513 is also the time when Andrea del Sarto first encountered the love of his life,
Lucrezia del Fede, whose features are first recorded in the fresco of the Nativity of the Virgin in the
Chiostrino dei Voti at Santissima Annunziata, Florence, which is dated that year. She was about four
years younger than Andrea himself and had married the berrettaio (hat maker) Carlo di domenico in
1512, and the romantic involvement with del Sarto seems to have commenced in 1513. H. Guinness, in
her biography of 1899, wrote, ‘It was at this time, whilst Andrea, the kindly and popular artist, beloved
by all that knew him, was painting pictures of rare excellence, and beautifying and adorning his native
city, that a new and dangerous element entered his life, destined to influence all of his future’ (H.
Guinness, Andrea del Sarto, London, 1899, p 15). The beginning of the tradition of the Florentine
Madonna and Child that he did so much to establish was in this romantic attachment, and Lucrezia
continued to inspire him for such celebrated paintings as the Madonna of the Harpies. Vasari, in his first
edition of the Lives gives a long account of his entanglement with Lucrezia:
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“There was at this time in Via di San Gallo, a beautiful girl who was married to a hatmaker, who was
endowed with no less a noble and proud mien, even though she was born to a humble and depraved
father, than pleasing and willing to be courted and captivate others, among whom poor Andrea fell
victim, who from the torments of too much love abandoned his studies of art, and in large part also the
support of his father and mother. now it happened then that a severe illness overtook her husband,
and he never rose from his sickbed but died of it. nor did Andrea have need of any prompting, for
without consulting his friends, with no regard for the virtue of art or the level of artistic endeavor he
had reached as a result of so much effort, without telling anyone else, he took this woman Lucrezia di
Baccio del Fede, as she was called, for his wife, because it seemed to him that her beauty deserved it,
and valuing the needs of his spirit much more than honour and glory, on which path he had already
gone so far. When this was known in Florence, it turned the love that he had been borne by his friends
to hate, as it seemed that this stain obscured for a while the honour and glory of such a great talent.
And not only was this something that troubled the consciousness of some of his servants, but also in a
short time also his own peace of mind, for he became jealous; whereupon he met a wise soul who was
inclined to repay him a thousand kindnesses and enable him to bear everything: he gave him an
account of the amorous travail that he could not keep up with what she wanted. Abandoned altogether
by his miserable elders, he took to helping her sisters and father instead. When people came to know
this, out of compassion that they felt blamed them, and pointed to Andrea’s simple-mindedness in
having brought his gentility down to such thoughtless stupidity. For as he had earlier been sought out
by his friends, now he was shunned. And although his assistants learnt something by being with him,
there was not a single one of them young or old, who was not subject to verbal or physical abuse from
her; and yet, despite that he was living in the midst of this torment, it seemed to him the greatest
pleasure”.4
In the 1568 edition Vasari toned down this acerbic criticism of the wife whose features dominated
Andrea del Sarto’s imagery in his whole career. It seems that Baccio del Fede was a well-to-do
merchant and gave them a handsome dowry, including a house in Via San Gallo. Lucrezia’s first
husband died in 1516, so the scandal was maybe attached to the attachment that occurred before that
event; they were married probably in 1517. It was soon after their marriage that the painter received the
prestigious summons to come and work in France at Fontainebleau for Francis I, a journey that seems
to have been made in 1518/19; on his return he travelled to rome, and his fame spread throughout Italy.
L. Keith, “Andrea del Sarto’s The Virgin and Child with Saint Elizabeth and Saint John the Baptist: Technique and Critical
reputation”, National Gallery Technical Bulletin, Vol. 22, 2001, p. 42-53.
2
J. Shearman, ‘A Lost Altarpiece by Andrea del Sarto, the Madonna of S. Ambrogio’ Festschrift fur Konrad Oberhuber, Electa,
Milan, 2000, p. 128.
3
Discoveries of the Cinquecento, exh. cat., Colnaghi, London, 1982, no.31.
4
G. Vasari, Vite, ed. Milanesi, 1906, Vol. V, p. 19.
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J A C o P o C A rU C C I c a l l e d P o n T o r M o
Pontormo 1494 - Florence 1556
Madonna and Child with the infant Saint John the Baptist
oil on panel
74.6 x 60 cm
Painted in Florence c. 1513
P ro V E n A n C E

Identified by P. Costamagna (1994) with the painting said by Vasari (1568) to have been found in
Pontormo’s studio after his death “Furono dopo la costui morte trovati in casa sua molti disegni, cartoni, e
modelli di terra bellissimi; et un quadro di Nostra Donna stato da lui molto beno condotto, per quello che si vide, e
con bella maniera, molti anni innanzi; il quale fu venduto dagli eredi sui a Piero Salviati1;
Inherited with the rest of Pontormo’s estate by Andrea Chiazzella, a weaver and relative of Pontormo,
and sold by him for 15 gold scudi to Alessandro Allori: bought from him by
Piero Salviati, Florence, c.1556, for 35 scudi, and kept in his Villa Baroncelli (now Poggio Imperiale);
Piero Salviati’s estate was confiscated on his death (apparently because of his renegade son Alessandro,
declared a fuoruscito) and delivered to duke Cosimo de Medici, and the painting was listed in the 1599
inventory as being ‘Nella camera sudetta (i.e. ‘del piano della loggia’ ) Quadro di Nostra Donna, di mano del
Pontormo, come dissono, con coperta di taffettà verde’.
In 1564 december, the property confiscated from Piero Salviati’s widow, including ‘Un quadro di
nostra donna con la coperta di taffettà verde ... scudi 40, it is listed in the guardorobba of Villa
Baroncelli, and a few days later ( 13 december) was taken from Palazzo Baroncelli in the quarter of S.
Felicità to Grandduke Cosimo’s secretary “Un quadro di Nostra Donna che si dice essere di mano di Jacopo da
Puntormo, stimato scudi 40: el quale si fe’ portare del medesimo ordine a messer Bartolomeo Concini, Secretario di
Sua Eccellentia” [Bartolomeo Concini, 1507-1578, was Cosimo’s envoy to the Emperor Maximilian];
Pietro Salviati’s Villa at Poggio Imperiale, and presumably its contents, stayed in the Medici estate, to
be given in 1565 to Paolo Giordano orsini, who married Cosimo I’ s daughter Isabella de’ Medici];
Probably Hamilton Gibbs Wilde (1827-1884);
Private Collection, Boston (late 19th-century to 1991);
Mark Borghi collection, new York, by 1993 to at least 1994;
Private collection, new York
EXHIBITEd

Boston Art Club Exhibition, Boston, April 1879 (lent by Hamilton Wilde)
L’ officina della maniera, Galleria degli Uffizi, Florence, 1996–1997, no. 100 (entry by E Cropper)
L I T E r AT U r E

G. Vasari, Le Vite de’ più eccellenti pittori, scultori et architettori, 1568, VI, p. 288;
20
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G. Vasari, Le Vite de’ più eccellenti pittori, scultori et architettori, 1568, VI, p. 288

F. M. Clapp, Jacopo Carucci da Pontormo, his life and work, new Haven, pp. 80, 262
L. Berti, Pontormo, Florence 1964, pp. 96, CLXX;
K. W. Forster, Pontormo: Monographie mit kritischen Katalog, Munich 1966, p. 144;
J. Cox-rearick and S. Freedberg, “A Pontormo (partly) rediscovered”, in The Burlington Magazine,
CXXV, 1983, p. 522;
P. Costamagna, Pontormo, Milan,1994,pp. 20-21, 266-67, 326, illus.
E. Cropper, in L’officina della maniera, Florence,1996,pp.20,288–89, illus;
A. Forlani Tempesti, exhibition review in Antichità viva, 35, no.4, 1996, p.62;
J. Cox-rearick, review of “Pontormo” in The Burlington Magazine, 139, no. 1127, February 1997, p. 127;
E. Pilliod, Pontormo Bronzino Allori, new Haven, 2001 p. 259;
J. Cox-rearick and P. Costamagna, “A Bronzino discovery,” Apollo, 159, no. 506, April 2004, p. 16
From the beginning of his career, Pontormo worked closely with some of the most successful artists of
the day. He studied with Leonardo da Vinci and Piero di Cosimo, and his first surviving works date to
early in the second decade of the 16th century, when he was an assistant to Andrea del Sarto. The
present panel was painted towards the end of this decade, when del Sarto’s influence was still strong on
the young painter, and before Pontormo had fully developed the mannerist style of the Capponi
Chapel that would define his later
religious works. It is particularly
interesting to see it in the context of
the work of the same subject by
Andrea del Sarto, painted but a few
years earlier and with the intention
of putting his pupils on the road of
designing and executing their own
variations of the theme, which was to
become one of the most successful
subjects of the Italian High
renaissance. Interestingly, the
painting evidently shares some of the
motifs, and preparatory drawings of
the altarpiece Pontormo painted for
the Pucci chapel in Santa Maria
Visdomini. Francesco di Giovanni
Pucci set about2 getting the rights to
a family chapel (at first in SS.
Annunziata) as early as January 1517;
JACoPo PonTorMo Study for

the Pucci Altarpiece, Uffizi,
Florence (654Er)
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Pontormo’s altarpiece is dated 1518.
Fra Bartolomeo died in october 1517,
and in the following year del Sarto set
off for France, thus leaving Pontormo
and rosso Fiorentino as the most
important painters in Florence. Prof.
Cox-rearick has argued that the large
Pucci altarpiece was in preparation as
early as 1517, because of the references
in it to del Sarto’s works like the
Borghese Madonna, and the Madonna
and Child with Angels in the Louvre. The
smaller Madonna and Child with St John
shown here is arguably born out of this
moment of close collaboration with
Andrea, and Pontormo’s many
drawings for the Pucci altarpiece show
how interlinked this major project was
with the production of a smaller
domestic altarpiece, where the poses
are closely related. In many ways the
two children in the Pucci altarpiece are
the same as those in this painting, and
the framing of the Madonna’s head by
the turban, and then a darker
JACoPo PonTorMo Study for the Pucci Altarpiece, Uffizi,
background, is paralleled in both
Florence (6551Fv)
paintings. The recent cleaning of the
work shown here has brought out these qualities, showing the flowing mantle that surrounds the head
of the Madonna, continuing either side as in the larger altarpiece. The unity of the whole composition,
deliberately interrelating the various figures by means of gesture and expression, is matched by the
pyramidal form of the design here and the turning of faces and bodies in different directions. The
drawings themselves show how actively Pontormo was working on variety of language in the postures
of his figures, and it is interesting to see this also in the two small panels of St Francis and St Jerome
also included in this exhibition, which have been associated with the Pucci altarpiece.
dr. Philippe Costamagna, who attributes the discovery in his 1995 monograph to Prof. Janet Coxrearick, identifies the work as the painting described by Vasari as purchased by Piero Salviati, also a
patron of Andrea del Sarto, shortly after the artist’s death3. The per quello che si vide of Vasari’s text has
been taken to mean that it was unfinished, but does not actually imply this formally. The estate of the
2

d. Franklin, ‘A document for Pontormo’s San Michele Visdomini Altarpiece’ The Burlington Magazine, 1990, CXXXII, p.
487/89
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JACoPo PonTorMo Study for the Pucci Altarpiece,

JACoPo PonTorMo Study for the Pucci Altarpiece,

Uffizi, Florence (6554Fv)

Uffizi, Florence (6744Fv)

artist was the subject of considerable dispute: first awarded to a relative, Andrea Chiazzella, it was
contested by Alessandro Allori and probably Bronzino himself. The lawyer Alfonso Quistella di
Mirandola (whose daughter studied drawing with Allori) intervened with the duke Cosimo de’
Medici, and he related that he had been approached by Alessandro (Allori/Bronzino) to buy the
painting, and so he bought it from Andrea Chiazzella for 15 scudi. Alessandro asked him for it, gave it
him for the same 15 scudi he had paid. Then he heard Alessandro sold it to Piero Salviati for 35 scudi,
and Andrea Chiazzella tried to blacken the lawyer Quistella’s name. He urged that the estate had in
fact belonged to the duke don Cosimo de’ Medici, and this resulted in Chiazzella being thrown into
jail in the Bargello: but in a later installment, he is absolved, returns to the control of the estate and
recovers Pontormo’s property, later renting out the painter’s house in Via Laura. Although Elizabeth
Pilliod (2001) following K. W. Forster (1966) identified the Salviati painting as the one now in the
Uffizi (Madonna and Child with St John, P. Costamagna 1995 no. 60), that is quite rightly regarded as a
work of 1527/28 and so would not correspond with Vasari’s description which specifically speaks of a
work done ‘many years earlier’.
3

“After his death, many very fine designs, cartoons, and clay models were found in his home, as well as a painting of our
Lady in a beautiful style, which he had ably executed, from that one could see, many years earlier, and was subsequently sold
by the heirs to Pietro Salviati.” G. Vasari, Le Vite de’ più eccellenti pittori, scultori et architettori, 1568, VI, p. 288

This painting was recognized as a work by Pontormo some twenty years ago, after its emergence on the
art market from a Boston private collection, where it had been at least since the late 19th century; it is
quite likely the first painting by the artist to reach the U.S.A. The painting’s existence had however
been known for quite some time, however, as a 16th century copy by Pontormo’s student Jacone is
preserved in the Villa di Varramista at Montopoli in Val d’Arno. Known to Bernard Berenson, it is
published by P. Costamagna (op. cit, 1995, no. A. 128, p. 325/26).
Pontormo painted this subject a number of times throughout his career, and the present work seems to
be one of his earliest treatments of the theme. While there are differing opinions on the exact dating
of the work within Pontormo’s early oeuvre (Costamagna argues for 1513, while Cropper places it in
1516 or 1517), it has an important place in his career especially as he kept it with him right until the end
of his life. He was an eccentric painter, who kept very much to himself, even drawing up the ladder to
his quarters so that he would not be disturbed, so it is not surprising to read Vasari’s words saying that
it was found in his house after his death. The implication of Bronzino and Alessandro Allori in a
conspiracy to deprive Pontormo’s true heir, the weaver Andrea Chiazzella, of it (they do not seem to
have gone after the drawings,
cartoons and clay models
found in his studio) shows how
much the picture was coveted
by their generation, and by
Cosimo I de’ Medici himself.

JACoPo PonTorMo Pucci Altarpiece, San

Florence, 1518
28

Michele Visdomini,

J A C o P o C A rU C C I c a l l e d P o n T o r M o
Pontormo 1494 - Florence 1556
Saint Francis and Saint Jerome
oil on panel
each 28.5 x 12 cm
P ro V E n A n C E

George Frederick Myddleton Cornwallis West (1874-1951);
Julius Weitzner, new York, by January 1955;
Conte Leonardo Vitetti, rome;
Private Collection, new York
L I T E r AT U r E

P. Costamagna, Pontormo, Milan, 1994, p. 38, 134/136, repr.;
J. Cox-rearick, The Burlington Magazine, 139, no. 1127, February 1997, p. 127
dr Philippe Costamagna, in publishing these small
panels in 1994, associated them with the Pucci
altarpiece, painted by the artist in 1517/1518 (and dated
1518), for the church of San Michele Visdomini. Even
though the altarpiece was long coveted by the rich and
powerful (the Archduchess Maria Magdalena of Austria,
wife of Cosimo II de’ Medici and mother of
Ferdinando II, offered 1000 scudi for it), it has always
remained in the church. The suggestion that they might
be part of the predella has engaged some minds: the
original design of the Pucci Chapel has not survived,
and it could well have had such a feature. Prof. Janet
Cox-rearick in her review of the Costamagna
monograph (The Burlington Magazine, 139, no. 1127,
February 1997, p. 127) doubts the idea that these could
be part of the predella, partly because of the absence of
St Jerome in the main altarpiece. Costamagna (oral
communication, 2009) re-affirmed his belief that these
two panels are by the artist, and links them to the great
range of artistic innovation that is associated with the
JACoPo PonTorMo St Francis, study for Pucci
Pucci altarpiece, and the national Gallery Stories of
Altarpiece, Uffizi, Florence (83.GG.379)
Joseph.
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These panels also echo in style the
panels painted for the Chariot of the
Mint in the Palazzo Vecchio, whilst
the nature of the modeling of the
hands show Pontormo’s distinctive
hesitancy, seen in many of his
drawings at this time such as the
Study of John the Evangelist, Uffizi,
Florence.
The kneeling poses are linked with
Pontormo’s drawings in the Uffizi
(Inv. no. 6744 F recto) and the J. Paul
Getty Museum, Malibu (Inv. no. 83
GG 379) that Costamagna illustrates
on the following pages to the two
predella panels, and reflect the
artist’s attention to anatomy at this
period. It is said that he and rosso
undertook anatomical dissections
around this time, and the Pucci
altarpiece was clearly a commission
that represented in many ways a
summation of all the innovations
that the artist had participated in.
The pose of the St Francis in the
altarpiece is in reverse to the Getty
and Uffizi drawings, which are of a
kneeling figure looking left; but
reversing a design was often
JACoPo PonTorMo Study of John the Evangelist, Uffizi, Florence
employed, and the many figure
(6571 F recto)
studies show how Pontormo, at this
period, was engaged in the
description of small figures in a larger context. The most important instance of this is, of course, in the
panels of Stories of Joseph commissioned in 1515 on the occasion of the wedding of Pierfrancesco
Borgherini and Margerita Acciauoli from Pontormo (notably the four panels now in the national
Gallery), del Sarto, Granacci and Bacchiacca. The format of the commission, for the decoration of the
nuptial bedroom, and indeed particularly the bed itself, was what dictated the employment of small
figures.

ro S S o F I o r E n T I n o
Florence 1494 - Paris 1540
Madonna and Child, St. John the Baptist, St. Elizabeth and St. Joseph
oil on panel
92 x 71.8 cm
P ro V E n A n C E

Possibly Sister Lucrezia Barducci d.1574;
The Barducci Chapel, Santa Felicita, Florence some years before her death
L I T E r AT U r E

E. Camesasca, ‘dipinti manieristi in collezioni fiorentine’ Il Vasari, Vol XXI, no. 2-3, July-Sept. 1963, p.
91, pl. XLVI;
F. Fiorelli Malessi, La Chiesa di Santa Felicita a Firenze, Florence, 1986, p. 159 & 298
This work could well be the rosso Fiorentino Virgn and Child referred to in a document of 21 March
1573 recording the death of Sister Lucrezia Barducci. It states the work was given by her to the
Barducci Chapel, Santa Felicita, many years before. Although the work has not been included in the
major studies of the artist in recent years, this exhibition represents an invaluable opportunity to show
the stylistic similarities and characteristics it shares with other works executed at an early stage in the
artist’s career. The detailed comparisons with works such the Assumption of the Virgin and Madonna and
Child with St John, show unequivocally the hand of rosso in his very early years in Florence.
Even if rosso was perhaps not a formal apprentice in the del Sarto studio and was self-taught as Vasari
implies, he was aware that this was the most innovative workshop in Florence, and there are many
references to the master’s work in those pictures that are accepted to be rosso’s from early in the
second decade of the century. Pictures like the Madonna and Child with St John in the Städelsches
Kunstinstitut, Frankfurt-am-Main, show how he shakes up the relative symmetry of Sarto’s figures,
with tremendously engaging children whom one forgives for their naughtiness. The Frankfurt painting
can be seen as a reaction to the Andrea del Sarto composition in this exhibition, especially in colouring
and in the pose of the St John, and so must date slightly later from around 1514. rosso was among
those followers of Andrea del Sarto who had access to the cartoon for the Madonna and Child with St
John, by him in this exhibition. The imaginative way he used the design (in the work exhibited at
Colnaghi’s in 1983, Discoveries from the Cinquecento) included adding a couple of cupids on either side of
the Madonna.
The present work is a fascinating example of rosso’s early style when he came into the orbit of Andrea,
and it must date among the earliest of his productions. The Christ Child is standing, as in the
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roSSo FIorEnTIno Assumption of the Virgin,

Hermitage Museum, St. Petersburg, c.1513 (detail of a
putto whose outreached arm and pointing finger echoes that of St. John’s in the present panel)
Frankfurt panel, while the artist uses the profile pose from the seated St John in that design; the added
figures of St Joseph and St Elizabeth mean that there is that sense of crowding that rosso often
manages, as in the Uffizi altarpiece referred to above. There is a sense, in the kneeling St John, that the
concentration in the del Sarto workshop in obtaining the greatest variety in pose, and the ability to
link all the figures together in a complicated rhythm, is a common Florentine ambition. As in the
Frankfurt composition, these are challenging problems, especially when the artist is essentially relying
on a great intuitive genius rather than many years of study of anatomy. This is the reason why features
like the extended hand of the Christ Child is essentially repeated verbatim in the Uffizi altarpiece done
for the hospitaller of Santa Maria nuova, which was painted later in 1518. The hands and feet, too, are
seen again in the other early works, understood with a growing familiarity of language. St. Joesph’s
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roSSo FIorEnTIno Madonna and Child with St. John,

Main, c.1514
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Städelsches Kunstinstitut, Frankfurt-am-

elongated fingers exhibit much
of the eccentricity of rosso,
seen slightly later in works like
the Madonna and Child with Four
Saints, Uffizi, Florence. The
hand and arm of St. John are
posed exactly as that of the
putto in the Hermitage
Assumption of the Virgin, and the
features and treatment of the
hair of the two children seems
to be without question the
same hand; as does the model
of the Virgin correspond to
those in both the Assumption
and the Frankfurt panels. The
design as a whole has echoes of
the 1513 grisaille of Charity that
del Sarto painted in the cloister
of the Scalzo, as does the
Pontormo Madonna in this
exhibition, but the group of
figures is naturally not so
cohesive, and there are other
stylistic ingredients, like the
employment of the arms (of St
Joseph and the Madonna) to
bracket the entire composition,
which is the product of rosso’s
fertile imagination.
roSSo FIorEnTIno Assumption of the Virgin, Hermitage Museum, St.
Petersburg, c.1513
Born in the same year as Pontormo, rosso came to painting altarpieces - perhaps the pinnacle of
contemporary patronage - by a different route. Before he was twenty there is little to show for in
rosso’s name, except some coats of arms in the convent of the Santissima Annunziata, where his
brother, it so happened, was a monk. The absence of formal perspective, both as it concerns
architecture and in the proportion of figures, shows that he was not trained in these arts like the other
members of Sarto’s studio, so much so that it can be doubted if he were ever formally an apprentice
there. We can perhaps read into his career that rosso initially worked in a parallel profession of
decorative design, rather than aspiring from the start to achieve the goals of raphael and del Sarto.

roSSo FIorEnTIno Madonna and Child with Four Saints,
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Uffizi, Florence, c.1518

Instead his intuitive talent is evident in all his works, but it is particularly mercurial in the very earliest
productions. The business of the decorative painter is often ignored as being a prelude to greater
things, but it obviously was possible to enter the profession from an unconventional background:
rosso paid the maximum level of tax when he entered the Arte degli Speziali (the guild that was
responsible for the interests of painters) because his family had no associations with this profession. So
it is possible to agree with Vasari that he was essentially self-taught, and that his early sponsorship was
essentially because he was seen in his parish as having exceptional gifts that were encouraged by the
local authorities.
Another of his brothers was a Servite monk, and Vasari noted rosso’s connections with a brother
Jacopo from that order, for whom he apparently painted ‘a painting of our Lady with the head of St.
John Evangelist, half length’. The description has been associated with the design of a work known
from a copy in Tours (A. natali, Rosso Fiorentino, 2006, Pl. 2) . The composition is a somewhat naif
juxtaposition of the three figures, and while the artist shows an early talent in capturing lifelike details,
like the extravagant kneeling pose of the Christ Child over-arching across the panel, it remains a
curious assembly of attempted motifs. It could well be argued that this, and other works by this redheaded genius, are the product of an extremely gifted painter who was essentially self-taught, but who
found he had an ability to mimick the work of his contemporaries and progress into the mainstream
without the conventional education that they went through. It was the patrons of one of the coats of
arms that he supplied at SS. Annunziata, that of the Pucci family done in 1513/14 when Lorenzo Pucci
was raised to the purple, who gave him the chance to prove himself as a painter of figures in the
Assumption of the Virgin at the convent. It was an important start, for the Pucci family were enthusiastic
and generous patrons, soon giving the young Pontormo a chance to shine in the altarpiece for the
family chapel at Santa Maria Visdomini: this was the heart of rosso’s parish. The patron of the slightly
later in date Madonna and Child with Four Saints, now in the Uffizi, the hospitaller at Santa Maria nuova,
was shocked when he first saw the design, thinking the saints were portrayed in devilish forms, and he
seems to have rejected the work. The painting does indeed have that curious mix of extreme charm
and awkwardness - the Child with his big eyes and too short an arm, a head much larger than His
mother’s, but an extraordinary pair of angels in the foreground conversing as only angels by rosso do.

doMEnICo PULIGo
1492 - Florence - 1527
Judith with the head of Holofernes
oil on panel transferred to canvas
85.8 x 65.2 cm
P ro V E n A n C E

Private Collection, Great Britain, in the 19th century (label on the back from a catalogue ‘Andrea del
Sarto. ‘Judith’);
Bought, perhaps in Paris, by Winthrop A. rockefeller (1912-1973);
Barbara Sears rockefeller (1916-2007), new York
It is fascinating to have rediscovered this work and returned it to its true author, since it was thought
since the 19th century to be by Andrea del Sarto. on the hilt of the sword Judith holds is a relief of St
George slaying the dragon. It was clearly painted when, along with Jacopo Pontormo and rosso
Fiorentino, Puligo was working in Florence under the spell of Andrea del Sarto’s High renaissance
mastery. The single figure composition must date to the end of the second decade of the 16th century,
around the same time as the Lucretia and Cleopatra mentioned by Vasari. The model for the figure of
Judith reappears several times in Puligo’s work, notably in the two versions of Mary Magdalene, one of
which was once in the collection of Architetto Andrea Busiri Vici, rome, another in the national
Gallery of Canada, ottawa (see exh. cat. Domenico Puligo (1492-1527), Palazzo Pitti, Florence, 2002 ed.
E. Capretti, S. Padovani, Fig. 35); the Mary Magdalene in
the Uffizi has a very similar niche behind the figure. The
subject of Judith is however not encountered so
frequently and there are few contemporary Florentine
representations of the theme. rosso Fiorentino is
recorded as having painted the subject when he arrived in
Paris in 1530/31, an overdoor that was at Fontainebleau,
and from the print that has survived it seems to have
some recollection of Puligo’s composition, with the head
of the Baptist on a similar ledge. The angle of the
composition in the present painting suggests it too was
painted to be seen from below. Puligo seems to have used
his own features for the St. John, as we can see in the
comparison with the likeness engraved in Vasari’s Vite dei
pittori (right; Giunti, 1568, III, p. 258).
Puligo first trained in the workshop of ridolfo
Ghirlandaio. Vasari mentions he was a great friend and
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doMEnICo PULIGo

admirer of Andrea del Sarto. Vasari writes, “..he was so much the friend of Andrea del Sarto, as to have
no greater pleasure than that of observing Andrea in his workshop, and learning from his experience.”
Vasari was critical of his timidity of spirit in the pursuit of the same range of subjects, ‘nostre donne,
ritratti ed altre teste’ rather than more ambitious themes, but he admired his manner with its ‘certa
nebbia’ and the ‘bell’ aria delle teste’. Puligo had a tremendous gift with colours, and also with
portraiture; even for his religious paintings he evidently used real models. The features of Judith in this
painting are close to those of the courtesan “Barbara Fiorentina” in the painting now at Firle Place,
(2002 Pitti exh., no. 27), a portrait that has also been often called ‘Petrarch’s Laura’, but the picture is a
tour de force of the colori cangianti that characterize the best of Puligo’s work, which was much admired
in England in the eighteenth and nineteenth centuries (most often with the belief that it was by del
Sarto).
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M I r A B E L L o C AVA L o r I c a l l e d M I r A B E L L o d I S A L I n C o r n o
1535 - 1572

&
G I ro L A M o M A C C H I E T T I
1535 - 1592
Martyrdom of Santa Christina
oil on panel
102 x 175 cm
P ro V E n A n C E

Private Collection, Spain.
This is a prime example of Florentine maniera painting in the circle of Vasari, and indeed it probably
dates from the 1560s. The rossesque and Pontormesque style of the secondary figures is characteristic
of Cavalori’s work, while the seated Consul and the magnificent profiles of the roman soldiers are
reminiscent of such profiles in Girolamo Macchietti’s Martyrdom of St. Lawrence in Santa Maria
novella, (Privitera, 1996, p.139/41, no.44). Macchietti was born in the same year, 1535, as Cavalori and
Vasari describes them as “amicissimi e compagni”, which indicates that they worked together.
dr. Lawrence Feinberg suggests that our painting is a collaboration between the two; they worked
together on the decorations of the catafalque for Michelangelo in 1564, and also on the triumphal
arches erected to celebrate the marriage of Francesco de Medici and Giovanna d’Austria in 1565. Unlike
the altarpiece, however, this is an oblong composition and cannot have been painted for a location in a
church; it must have been intended rather for a sacristy, chapterhouse or confraternity building. It is
not clear yet where in Florence there was the particular devotion to St. Christina, who was a roman
martyr. However dr. Marta Privitera (written communication) tells us that she had traced two
Compagnie di Santa Cristina in the town. St Cristina was born near Lake Bolsena, and she distributed
to the poor the gold and silver idols that belonged to her father, a roman nobleman. She was thrown
into Lake Bolsena with a millstone round her neck, but she survived and floated to the surface, then
she was tied to a column and shot by archers, and it is this scene that the artists illustrate. That it is a
roman scene is copiously indicated not only by Trajan’s column and roman statues like the Farnese
Hercules, but also by the profiles of several of the figures including the Consul, which are evidently
inspired by roman coins. The magnificent plumes, helmet and shoulders of the captain on the right
are echoed in the Macchietti Martyrdom of St. Lawrence, while the concern with illusionist perspective
is an element in all the Vasarian compositions of this period. Later, with painters like Santi di Tito, the
profiles of framing figures, like the lance bearer on the left, are the means of a neo-realist approach to
the subject-matter; for the time being the painter is more concerned with a stage-like setting, one
which relates firmly to Florence. There is a reference not only to the Palazzo Vecchio in the building
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behind on the right, but also to the Florence Baptistery and Giotto’s Tower in the distance down what
is otherwise a roman street. The intensity of detail in the foreground is also emphatic in the Wool
Factory that Cavalori painted in the Studiolo in Palazzo Vecchio, where the subject is introduced by a
worker in “our” space, who seems to reach out and touch; in our painting it is as though we could tap
these bystanders on the shoulder to make them turn towards us.
dr. Feinberg (catalogue of exhibition, From Studio to Studiolo, Florentine Draftsmanship under the First
Medici Grand Dukes, Allen Memorial Art Exhibition, oberlin College, and Hood Museum, dartmouth
College, 1991/2, p.21-22) notes that Cavalori’s style was “a remarkable approximation of Pontormo’s
manner of the late 1520s” and this element in the figures in the centre of the painting is completely
consistent with it. At the same time Cavalori was anxious to achieve greater realism, something that
was especially relevant in his activity as a portraitist, which was the side of the painting particularly
noted by Vasari. In the few biographical details that survive, as in the works themselves, Cavalori
emerges as one of the most interesting and experimental painters of this generation, a highly gifted
product of Vasari’s Accademia del disegno whose career sadly ended all too soon, in 1572, shortly after
painting the two panels in Palazzo Vecchio.
The painting has been attributed to Mirabello Cavalori by dr. Marta Privitera, an association that is
endorsed by dr. david Franklin. dr. Peter Cannon Brookes and dr. Lawrence J. Feinberg have
suggested that this is a work where Cavalori may have collaborated with his friend and exact
contemporary Girolamo Macchietti (1535-1592), about whom more is known thanks to dr. Privitera’s
recent monograph (1996). Cavalori is known for only a few but outstandingly beautiful works, like the
two he painted for Francesco I’s Studiolo in Palazzo Vecchio, Florence - Lavinia at the Altar and the
Wool Factory which date from 1570-72. relatively recently the very beautiful Isaac Blessing Jacob surfaced
at auction (Christie’s, London 8th July 1994, Lot 23 - £400,000) and his work has come a little more
into focus in various exhibitions, and through the (unpublished) dissertation by dr. Caroline de
Watteville (University of Florence 1985/86) who was also the author of the biographical entry on
Cavalori published in the Electa Pittura del Cinquecento (1987).
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A L B E rT I n o P I A Z Z A d A L o d I
1490 - Lodi - 1528/9
The Madonna and Child with a Goldfinch
oil on panel
31.8 x 23.5 cm
with the inscription on the back:
‘1654
DEL CONTE DI ROVELLO
DON GIO DELLA PORTA.
L’ anno M.D.C.L.I.V.
Pittura del Luino.
CHE SI LASCIA IN PERPETVA
PRIMONGENITVRA
Per essere un quadro insigne, e Vecchio di Casa’
(“1654. The Count of rovello, don Giovanni della Porta, 1654. Picture by Luini. That should be left to
the first born in perpetuity, because it is a famous painting belonging to the house for a long time”)
A 19th century exhibition label on the back, lent by Contessa Piccolomini reads:
Esposizione Arte Antica no. 42
P ro V E n A n C E

Giovanni della Porta, Conte di rovello by 1654;
Contessa Piccolomini (according to the label on the reverse);
Luisa Casati Stampa di Soncino, Marchesa di roma, and by descent
Traditionally attributed to Luini, this beautiful panel was recognised as by Albertino Piazza by Andrea
de Marchi: dr. Everett Fahy, dr. Mauro natale, dr. Franco Moro and dr. Marco Tanzi each
independently concur. Cleaning has revealed the work to be in superb condition and an infrared
reflectogram shows underdrawing underneath paint surface with a number of changes to the
composition.
Professor de Marchi proposed a date close to the Galliano polyptych of 1520 in the church of S.
Agnese at Lodi. The Piazza workshop dominated art in Lodi in the 16th century. Albertino Piazza and
Martino Piazza (1475/80 - 1523?) were brothers, who frequently collaborated; both are documented at
the Incoronata at Lodi in 1514. Martino’s oeuvre has been reconstructed on the basis of two pictures,
St. John the Baptist (national Gallery, London) and an Adoration of the Shepherds (Ambrosiana, Milan),
which bear the monogram MPP; he was an eclectic artist, and like Albertino, indebted to Leonardo da
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Vinci. of Martino’s three sons: Callisto (c.1500-1561) was the dominant figure, and Cesare and Scipione
worked with him in Brescia and Lodi. Fulvio (1536-after 1579) was the son of Callisto, and collaborated
with him at the Incoronata, Lodi, and elsewhere.
The Comune of rovello, now in the province of Como, was granted as a feudal possession to Giovanni
della Porta in 1649, to whom this painting belonged. The Comune remained the fief of the family until
1763, when a later Giovanni della Porta, Count of rovello, died.
The Marchesa Casati
(1881-1957), who owned
the picture more recently,
was a spectacular social
figure, painted and
photographed by many
leading artists of her time,
and associated with
several outstanding dress
designers and jewellers.
She knew, entertained and
was entertained by many
of the most gifted people
of her time, including
nijinsky, Picasso, Colette
and Chanel. Her affair
with the Italian
nationalist writer
Gabrielle d’Annunzio was
widely publicised. The
substantial fortune she
inherited was not enough
to finance the Marchesa’s
tastes. The forced sale of
her collection in 1932
marked a new phase in
the Marchesa’s life and
InFrArEd reflectogram showing the underdrawing on the panel. Changes
she moved to London.
in the design are visible in the eyes of the Christ Child and the headscarf
and sleeves of the Virgin
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TITIAn
c.1490-1576
Saint Sebastian
oil on canvas
190 x 95.5 cm
Signed lower left: TICIANUS
Engraved: Raphael Sadeler (1560 Antwerp - 1632 Venice)
P ro V E n A n C E :

Federico Gonzaga, duke of Mantua c. 1530;
Possibly Earl of Arundel;
Heinemann Collection (c.1960-1990);
Private Collection, new York
L I T E r AT U r E :

Mary L. Cox & Lionel Cust, “notes on the collections formed by Thomas Howard, Earl of Arundel
and Surry, K.G.”, The Burlington Magazine, Vol.19, no.101, August 1911, pgs. 278-286, noted on p.284;
Mary F.S. Hervey, The Life, Correspondence and Collections of Thomas Howard, Earl of Arundel, Cambridge
1921, no. 360, p.488;
david rosand, “Titian’s Saint Sebastians”, Artibus et Historiae, 1994, no. 30, pp. 23-39;
Harold E. Wethey, The Paintings of Titian, Complete Edition, Vol. I, London 1969, p.156, as Varient of no.
134, Earl of Arundel Inventory of 1655;
daniela Ferrari, Le Collezioni Gonazaga: L’Inventario dei beni del 1540-1542, Milan 2003, no. 1297;
Paul Joannides, “Titian and the Extract”, Studi Tizianeschi, nu. IV, Milan 2006, p.135-148;
Peter Humfrey, Titian, The Complete Paintings, London, 2007, p. 127

This painting’s recent cleaning has revealed it as an outstanding example of the artist’s most challenging pieces of realism, and although the image seems to have been subsequently incorporated in a larger
composition, the San niccolò Madonna and Child with Saints in the Pinacoteca Vaticana, rome, its creation belongs to an earlier phase in his career. Its closest counterpart is the standing St. John the Baptist
in the Gallerie dell’ Accademia in Venice, whose proportions are the same before it was expanded on
the right. Both paintings are signed in the same way ‘ticianus’, which the painter discontinued after the
1520s, but used consistently up to and including the Este Bacchanals.
St. Sebastian was a popular saint in the range of protectors in the renaissance, as his cult was primarily
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associated with the plague, because the
wounds caused by the arrows shot at
him resembled sores caused by this terrible visitation that was too prevalent all
the way through the Middle Ages. Because he survived his wounds, his congregation could look for his intercession
for relief from this threat. His personal
appeal also had to do with the idea that
he was a roman soldier, a figure from
that fabled past that provided the beginnings of civilization that was to be
emulated in modern times if there was
to be a revival of those ancient virtues
that had been lost in the dark ages. The
subject was one which appealed particularly to private taste, having a certain
lascivia as has been suggested in Vasari’s
reference to Fra Bartolommeo’s rendering of the same saint.1
The present painting is manifestly the
source of the engraving by raphael
Sadelet who was in Venice at the turn of
the century and published numerous
prints after Titian.
one of the results of the pursuit of virtù
that accompanied the attempt to revive EnGrAVInG by raphael Sadeler (1560 - 1632)
classical civilization, that had been suppressed when the Church effectively determined the primacy of
faith over reason in order to maintain its hegemony over the faithful, was the empirical understanding
of representation. Although little survived up until the renaissance of Greek and roman painting, the
monuments of classical art were still very much in evidence, and reminders of the superiority of the artisans of that distant time. The sixteenth century is also effectively the beginning of the period when
religious imagery is transformed into an artistic exercise, and collected for purposes that are no longer
solely associated with a destination in a church. The acquisition of realistic imagery that was achieved
by Giorgione, Titian and Sebastiano del Piombo was a famous milestone in the difficult path towards
the reconstruction of a two-dimensional representation, and was itself one of the miracles of modern
times. This was not yet based on an optical interpretation, because despite Venice being the principal
centre of glassmaking, it was used universally as a part of the range of luxury goods rather than for any
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reflecting possibility - and the impurities in the medium itself made optical experimentation impossible. The
manipulation of colour and shade
that these Venetian artists achieved
was an incredible advance that was
admired throughout Europe, and
made it ever more desirable to have
an example of the work itself.
Vasari made particular mention of
the St. Sebastian in the S. niccolò altarpiece which this Saint anticipates,
(Vite, 1568) dwelling on the Saint himself ‘San Sebastiano ignudo, ritratto dal
vivo e senza artificio niuno che si veggia
essere stato usato in ritrovare la bellezza
delle gambe e del torso, non vi essendo
altro che quanto vide nel anturale, di
maniera che tutto pare stampato dal vivo,
così è carnoso e proprio, ma con tutto ciò è
tenuto bello...’ 2 Ludovico dolce
dwelled on it too, as did Titian’s rival
Pordenone, saying ‘in quel nudo abbia
posto carne e non colori’, so anticipating what Scannelli would say a
century later of Caravaggio’s naturalism ‘che non potria dimostrare più
TITIAn Madonna and Child with Saints (San Niccolò Altarpiece),
vera carne quando fosse vivo’ (Micro- Pinacoteca Vaticana, rome
cosmo della pittura, Cesena 1657, p. 199). recalling the renaissance ambition that was to achieve a counterfeit of nature, this was an important step in this direction, and there was much demand for it from
Titian. In 1520, Alfonso d’ Este was told that Titian was prepared to sell to the duke a panel depicting
Saint Sebastian, the design of the lower right hand section of the Averoldi polyptych, so following the
muscular Michelangelo-esque design of the figure of the saint in the altarpiece painted (1522) for S.
nazaro e Celso in Brescia, and still in situ. It is clear that the genre of the single saint - and let us remember that even in the fifteenth century the polyptychs had individual compartments for each saint were in demand, from Titian’s hand, because they displayed such mastery of form that they rivaled the
antique and were so extraordinary that their interest transcended the mere symbolism of the subject
they represented. It was, for Vasari ‘senza artificio alcuno’ as real as it could possibly be, and it conveyed something even disturbing about the model himself. The S. niccolò altarpiece was probably not
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completed until the mid 1630s, and the restoration undertaken in the 1960s revealed behind the paint surface a modified pose for St. Sebastian, his head turned
towards the Madonna. This was in line with the woodcut3 that Titian himself designed and probably cut. It
shows a more ‘heroic’ pose developed from the original
St. Sebastian pose, which in fact goes back, like the
present picture, to much earlier in Titian’s career. For
the pose of this painting is a repetition of the early
(1510/11) saint in the St. Mark altarpiece, painted for S.
Spirito in Isola, and now in S. Maria della Salute, of
which Vasari commented that many people took to be
by Giorgione. It is a design which had evident appeal
because it allowed for the representation of the human
form ‘al naturale’, and other artists apart from Titian
took advantage of this possibility of ‘sexing up’ a religious theme with a feast for the eyes; as Sebastiano del
Piombo did in the organ shutters at San Bartolomeo di
rialto, now in the Accademia, Venice. The prime motivation for this enjoyment of the naked human form
came clearly from the life-size frescoes of the Fondaco
dei Tedeschi, which Giorgione had started in the first
decade of the century, and Titian had also contributed
to. It would be another century before Francesco dell’
Antella would have painted on the facade of his FloTITIAn Saint Sebastian State Hermitage
Museum, St Petersburg c. 1570-75
rentine palazzo the design of Caravaggio’s nude Sleeping Cupid, but this realization that it was possible to have an real image of the human form, with all the
sensuality that that implied, was attractive to a century that had quite a lot of life to live.
Prof. Joannides believes that the S. niccolò altarpiece, which repeats the design of the St. Sebastian in
the present work, cannot have been completed before the mid 1530s: it is signed Titianus and the nature of this signature implies that this St. Sebastian was delivered before the altarpiece itself was finished. Prof. rosand associates4 the picture with a version documented in 1530 as an unsolicited gift to
the duke of Mantua: ‘on 6th August 1530 the Mantuan envoy in Venice, Benedetto Agnello, reports
that Titian is quite disconsolate over the death of his wife, who was buried the day before. This explains the delay in the completion of certain pictures he was making for the duke [of Mantua] a portrait of Cornelia Malaspina, and a ‘quadro delle nude...qual sarà una bella cosa’ and which he hopes to
have ready within the month. Then, he turns to a picture already delivered “Esso Maestro Ticiano
desideraria sapper come il Sr nostro è restato ben sodisfatto del S. Sebastiano, che li ha mandato ben
chel dica che sia cosa da donzena, al respetto de laltro dono chel farà del quadro de le nude, et che sola62

mente lo ha donato per un intrattenimento, et per segno della servitù chel porta a sua Excellentia”.
The implication is that this was a picture for a private patron, (the duke of Mantua), such as we have
argued for the present work, a development of the design that had such success in the St. Mark altarpiece now in S. Maria della Salute, Venice. The technique already demonstrates the colouristic fluency
that became a hallmark of the artist’s style, as well as a facility with the landscape setting that would be
followed by Jacopo Bassano (1515-1592) who would be much taken with Titian’s mastery.
Titian returned on several occasions to the theme of Saint Sebastian as a single figure on its own: perhaps the first was the very muscular Michelangelo-esque example referred to above, where the Saint is
shown bound to a tree, in the Resurrection Polyptych, at S. nazaro e Celso, Brescia, which is signed TICIANUS FACIEBAT 1522. Here the saint is depicted in a single panel matching another on the other
side of the central resurrection scene with the donor and St. Nazarius and St. Celsus. Quite exceptionally,
there are preparatory drawings by Titian associated with this design in Berlin and in Frankfurt,
Städelsches Museum. The composition aimed to demonstrate the artist’s tremendous ability in conveying a complex pose of the human form, whose three-dimensionality is emphasized also by the oblique
column on which the Saint rests his right foot: but in many ways the more restrained contraposto of
the original pose of the St. Mark altarpiece (S. Maria della Salute, Venice, c. 1508/09) was returned to in
later interpretations. The practice of returning to earlier inventions in Titian’s career is demonstrated
by the recollection, in the woodcut of Six Saints produced after the S. niccolò altarpiece (Vatican,
rome: after 1535) where the column end of the Brescia composition is combined with a pose that has
more to do with the very latest example that comes from Titian’s hand, the painting in the State Hermitage Museum, St. Petersburg, so much so that dr. Tamara Formiciova, writing in 1967, considered
that it might have been the model that stayed in Titian’s studio for a long period as the basis of other
designs5. This is, like the work that is the subject of this study, is a life-sized canvas (although originally started as a half-length and later enlarged by Titian himself). It remained in Titian’s house, being
acquired after his death by Cristoforo Barbarigo, from which it was acquired in 1850 by the Hermitage
along with the contents of the Galleria Barbarigo in Venice. Long regarded as a bozzetto or sketch because of its unfinished state, it is one of the last works of the painter, with a tempestuous impasto akin
to that of the Flaying of Marsyas now in Kromeriz, Czech republic.
1 G. Vasari,

Le Vite de’ più eccelenti pittori, scultori ed architettori (1568), ed G. Milanesi, Florence, 1906,
VII, p. 454. ‘...muove questa pittura, chiunche la guarda, estremamente; e, che è di più, ancorchè `e bellissima, non muove a lascivia, ma a comiserazione’
2 G. Vasari, Le Vite de’ più eccelenti pittori, scultori ed architettori (1568), ed G. Milanesi, Florence, 1906,
VII, p. 436
3 See d. rosand, loc. cit., fig 3, 4.
4 See d. rosand, loc. cit., pp. 33/34. 39.
5 T. Formiciova, ‘I dipinti di Tiziano nelle raccolte dell’ Ermitage’, Arte Veneta, XXI, 1967, p. 57-70.

n I C o L Ò d E L L’ A B B AT E
Modena c. 1512 - Fontainebleau 1571
Portrait of a Lancer, half-length, with a Plumed Hat
oil on panel
64.8 x 51.4 cm
P ro V E n A n C E

Conte Leonida Mattaroli, Castel Marino;
dona Maria Costa, Palermo, Sicily and Plainfield, new Jersey;
dr. Julius Held, old Bennington, Vermont
A substantial group of portraits by nicolò dell’ Abate were brought together in a 2005 exhibition in
Modena, illustrating his great talents in this direction. Most of the known works date from the Italian
years, even though the artist was immediately employed, on his arrival in France in 1552, to paint the
portraits of the King and Queen. Although the artist’s fame in Italy came principally from the frescoes
he did in decorations like that of Palazzo Poggi in Bologna, the fluid technique that he adopted in this
medium also permeated to his oil paintings, including the portraits. Both demonstrate the vivid colours
bound in tempera grassa - in other words, in a glue suspension, a technique that can be associated with
the artist’s observation of Parmigianino’s work, which he would have known from the paintings done
in Bologna during the latter’s stay there in 1527-1530. nicolò showed a sensitivity towards Venetian
painters, like Bartolomeo Veneto, in portraits like the Prado Lady with a Green Turban and the Borghese
Gallery Portrait of a Lady (Modena, 2005, nos 138, 139). Another pronounced influence was certainly
that of Sebastiano del Piombo, to whom works like the Man with a Falcon in the Art Gallery of new
South Wales, Sydney, and the Man with a Parrot in Vienna, Kunsthistorisches Museum, have been
confused in the past. The present work has stylistic affinities with the Portrait of a Young Man in the
Galleria nazionale d’ Arte Antica at Palazzo Barberini, but also with the realism that Parmigianino
introduced into Emilian portraiture: the vivid tactile quality of the face that is so carefully worked. It is
the kind of accuracy that Girolamo da Carpi practiced in neighbouring Ferrara, although he tended
towards a greater parade of costume in his likenesses, like the Portrait of a Lady (renée de France?) in
the Städel, Frankfurt, or the Portrait of Girolamo de’ Vincenti in the Pinacoteca nazionale di
Capodimonte, naples.
This Lancer has a tremendously careful attention to detail, especially in the eye contact that we make
with the sitter, the informality of the gesture of the gloved hands, one of the sitter’s thumbs supported
by the band of his slashed doublet, and the black revere to his ruched shirt cuffs. Just as in the
Parmigianino portrait, also in this exhibition, the cap and ostrich plume, held in place here by a gilt
bronze medallion, seems to have a particular significance, just as the bejeweled hairnets of his female
sitters seem to give them a social rank. The lance that he is holding is a cavalry weapon, much more
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useful than a sword, but it is a ceremonial attribute, rather like the halberds carried by the Swiss
Guards, which combine the effect of an axe with that of a spear. The ostrich feathers are a common
denominator of several of nicolò’s portraits, as well as often being featured in the frescoes, among the
musicians in Palazzo Poggi and narrative scenes now in the Pinacoteca nazionale, Bologna, from
Palazzo Tofanini-Zucchini Solimei.
none of nicolò’s sitters is identified, although we know he painted his friend the humanist Carlo
Sigonio, and may well have portrayed his friends in Bologna, Giovanni Andrea Bianchi and Achille
Bocchi, the author of the celebrated emblem book and a member of the literary Accademia
Grillenzoni in Modena. While nicolò was in Modena he also met with the Lutheran sympathizer
Ludovico Castelvetro. He shared their intellectual curiosity in the poets of the classical past, and
retained a profound knowledge of their characteristics, which he put to good use in his illustrations
from literature and from authors like Ariosto.
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AnTonIo ALLEGrI called CorrEGGIo
c. 1489 - Correggio - 1534
Head of Christ
oil on panel
40 x 34 cm
P ro V E n A n C E

André Borie, France d.1973;
by inheritance, sold through Christie’s, Geneva;
Purchased by private treaty by the present owner.
L I T E r AT U r E

L. F. Schianchi (ed.), Correggio, exh. cat., Skira Milan 2008, cat. III.6, p. 307-8;
A. Gnann, “Correggio”, in The Burlington Magazine, April 2009, p. 261
EXHIBITIonS

Correggio, Galleria nazionale, Parma, 20 September 2008 - 25 January 2009
The painting was the focus of a Convegno held in Parma, 28th november 2008, and dr nicholas
Turner and dr Claudio Falcucci, with Fanny Cerri and Claudia Maura, participated with studies that
will be included in the forthcoming publication of the Convegno. It emerges that the picture’s
technique has much in common with other works by Correggio, and that there are numerous
pentimenti that are visible through reflectography and X-rays. Apart from the priming ground that
shows a quite granular texture, the artist used broad strokes of shading in charcoal around the features
of the face, a technique that is close to what is visible in the unfinished Allegory of Virtue in the Galleria
doria Pamphili in rome. This is the same technique that is found in many drawings, where the artist
worked over sketched forms in sanguine with white lead and black charcoal or ink with broad strokes
that set out the design. The white shirt and red collar are painted with vigorous brushstrokes that are
quite obvious when seen from close up, while the flesh tones are done with many levels of glazing,
which give it a much smoother effect, modulated only by the grains of white lead of the preparation.
This process gives the impression that the facial features are on a slightly different plane from the hair
and the crown of thorns, and it seems to have originated in the oil medium introduced in the early
Cinquecento from contemporary Flemish painting. other Italian painters, too, including raphael,
adopted the technique; but it is also prominent in other works by Correggio, as in the face of the
Virgin in the Madonna della Scodella, or the face of St Jerome in the altarpiece, also in the Galleria
nazionale in Parma.
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Quite early on in his career Correggio was attracted to the idea of painting the head of Christ on its
own with no competing subject matter; this is the case with the head and shoulders version of the
Young Christ, dating from early in the second decade of the fifteenth century, now in the national
Gallery of Art, Washington, d.C. ( Samuel H. Kress Collection). There His face follows his leftward
glance and is slightly turned, while His hair cascades onto His shoulders in soft ringlets, an anticipation
of the extraordinarily intense features of the St John the Baptist in the Madonna with Saint Francis that
was painted a little later, during the first half of 1515, for the high altar of the most important church in
Correggio, dedicated to St. Francis of Assisi. We have to go forward to Correggio’s maturity, in other
words the 1520s, to encounter his Ecce Homo now in the national Gallery in London, a work that Cecil
Gould and di Giampaolo and Muzzi concur in dating to the end of that decade, while david
Ekserdjian favours a date for its completion of around 1526-27. This is a highly effective image of the
Saviour, one that attracts the eye and involves the spectator emotionally, through His uplifting
presence, emanating from the midst of His profound pain and sorrow, and by means of highly refined
brushwork and the range of colours that the artist has chosen.
The painting that is published here would seem to be not distant in time from the date of the Ecce
Homo. The representation of Christ is once again shown with great immediacy, almost as if it was a
sculpted bust, showing Him only to the head and shoulders. There are numerous similarities with the
face here and in the national Gallery painting, so much so that the two panels must be near in date,
and it suggests that this work is very close in conception to the other. In this work the head of
redeemer is upright and not inclined in the expression of pain, and the eyes have an expression of
severity, no longer conveying the languor and suffering that characterizes His face in the national
Gallery panel. This painting does however show the same sensual lips and the straight accent of the
nose that divides the face and separates the soft shadows of the eye socket and the cheek, and the
same refined brushwork is used to convey the downy golden moustache hairs that are barely hinted at.
These are the same accents of light on the hair and the forked beard that seems to continue in the
cone of shadow that emphasizes the hollow of the throat. The robe cast over His shoulder, like the
pale blue tunic that fades to almost pure white in those points that are highlighted, ends with a short
soft fringe that is identical to the one at the end of the thong in the Ecce Homo Christ, painted in a very
similar manner. Finally there are close parallels in the complex weaving of the great Crown of Thorns
in each of the works, and the same use of little rivulets of blood or red accents that the artist used with
economy, as if he hesitated to defile the beauty of His face.
The small size of this panel suggest that its original purpose was that of an image for contemplation
and private devotion, such as we encounter in Correggio’s work during the 1530s and 1540s. Among
these is another Head of Christ (known as St Veronica’s Veil), dated by Ekserdjian to after 1530, which
has been acquired by the J. Paul Getty Museum, Los Angeles. Compared with the work exhibited here,
the Getty picture is a much less moving image of Christ, colder and more static in appearance, almost
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InFrArEd

reflectogram of the panel

like an icon, posed frontally and showing
only the head and just a hint of His shirt
that is painted in an almost pure white
with a tiny section of fringe at the edge of
the collar, which touches the very edge of
the panel. Here too, however, the subtlety
of the brushwork is evident, in the
rendering of the hair and the fleshtones,
and it is characteristic of Correggio’s late
but still supreme style. A further variation
on the same theme was acquired, as an
autograph work, by the Museo in
Correggio in 1946.
The idea of painting the head of Christ
crowned with thorns is to capture the
meaning of St Veronica’s veil. She was the
woman who, according to legend, took a
linen cloth and wiped the sweat from the
face of Christ as he toiled bearing the cross
to Calvary. This sudarium on which the
image of our Lord is miraculously
CorrEGGIo Head of Chirst J. Paul Getty Museum,
imprinted is preserved as a holy relic in St.
Malibu
Peter’s, although it is not often displayed,
and other relics have also been claimed as original. Since 1616 , when Paul V banned the making of
images from it, it has remained even more inaccessible than the Turin Shroud.
There is certainly an image kept in St Peter’s basilica that purports to be the same Veronica’s veil as
was revered in the Middle Ages, although some accounts say that it was lost in the Sack of rome in
1527. The Vatican image is stored in the chapel which lies behind the balcony in the south west pier
that supports the dome. It is brought out each year on the 5th Sunday of Lent, Passion Sunday, but
close examination has not been done for more than a century.
Making images inspired by the Veil was strongly encouraged in rome, because they transmitted the
sanctity of the relic and promoted devotion among the faithful. There is a long tradition of paintings
inspired by Veronica’s veil from the Middle Ages onwards and the name itself, vera icon or true image,
was an invitation to reproduce the real features of Christ in His Passion, an ideal subject for the
renaissance painter who was trying to achieve such a depiction of naturalistic features. It is a kind of
trompe l’oeil, an illusion of reality and a religious icon at the same time. Artists like Zurbaran and Feti
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would paint it on an illusionistic cloth, but Correggio sought to create an image ‘for all time’ that
conveyed the spirit of His suffering in an idiom that was was hyper realistic, but very emotionally
charged, at the beginning of the sixteenth century. It remained a powerful icon that had a very lasting
impact, through the centuries when the Jesuits and others were trying to create timeless pictures that
would communicate the fundamental spiritual truths of the Faith. Guido’s celebrated Christ Crowned
with Thorns is the true successor to Correggio’s naturalistic depiction.
There are slight variations in the forms due to overlying brushstrokes, especially in the robe and the
hair, which were reworked several times in order to cover the yellow ground - a characteristic also of
the Head of Christ in the J. Paul Getty Museum in Los Angeles. The X-ray shows that the artist started
out with a much larger outline of the head, and the red collar continues under the white shirt right
down to the chest. Another major pentimento is in the placing of the eyes, which were originally
higher and half-shut, emphasizing how Correggio concentrated so much on the expressive in his
imagery.
The panel itself, a single piece of pine, has a layer of preparation on the reverse made of gesso coloured
blackish-brown: this was a characteristic of many fourteenth and early fifteenth century panel workers,
and was often put on both sides of the wood, designed to protect it from woodworm and from changes
of humidity.
The picture is the most compelling and best-preserved painting of the subject by Correggio, with
slightly more concession to naturalism than in the full-frontal interpretation in the J. Paul Getty
Museum, Los Angeles, which is a much smaller panel (28.3 by 22.8 cm). Although it has been argued
that this is a work formerly in the Arundel collection - and so perhaps acquired from the Mantua
collection by Charles I - the dimensions of that work seem to have been quite a lot larger (see M. Jaffé,
‘Correggio’s Head of Christ and Arundel’s Taste for Emilian painting’ Apollo, Aug. 1990, p 15-20). The
other, more damaged panel (9 1/2 by 7 inches) purchased by the Museo Civico of the painter’s home
town, Correggio, is described by david Ekserdjian Correggio, 1997, p. 170 as ‘in extremely poor
condition ... in its current state neither what remains of the original surface nor the banal
sentimentality of Christ’s expression inspires confidence’
We cannot talk of a model for such an image, but Correggio’s features of our Lord obviously have
originated in a real face, and there is a consistency of features in his various interpretations of Him.
Similar traits are encountered in the St. John the Baptist in the Madonna and Child with Saints in
dresden, done for the church of San Francesco in the artist’s home town in 1515. This also has the same
background, although the face of St. John is silhouetted against stone columns, and the discoloured
varnish gives the ground behind the Virgin and Child a yellowed aureole that was probably originally
whiter. The face is also strongly reminiscent of the Ecce Homo in the national Gallery, London, which is
not securely dated, although generally placed in the mid to later 1520s. The features in the present

panel seem to be from the same face in the Coronation of the Virgin of which a fragment remains, in the
Galleria nazionale, Parma, which was painted in the mid-1520s, and for which there are a number of
drawings (as well as the sinopia of the fresco itself). In the small painting of the Agony in the Garden
(Apsley House, London) this contemplation of His features is taken to new heights of divine
inspiration, with the spectator sharing the sense of angelic visitation.
We are grateful to the late dr. Mario di Giampaolo for his help in cataloging this painting.
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G I o VA n n I G E ro L A M o S AV o L d o
Brescia, ca. 1475/85 - after 1548
The Crucifixion
oil on panel
94 x 71.8 cm
P ro V E n A n C E :

Hohenzollern-Sigmaringen Collection (inscription on verso);
Prof. Johannes nepomuk Sepp (1816-1909);
Sale, Munich, Galerie Hugo Helbing, March 8, 1911, lot 79;
Estate of Professor Johannes nepomuk Sepp (d. June 5, 1909), as Lambert Lombard;
Hans Eberhart Sepp.
L I T E r AT U r E :

Bernard Aikema and Beverly Louise Brown, “Venezia: crocevia fra nord e Sud”, in Il Rinascimento a
Venezia e la pittura del Nord ai tempi di Bellini, Dürer, Tiziano, exh. cat., Venice, Palazzo Grassi, 1999-2000,
pp. 20-21, colour ill. ;
Mina Gregori, “Savoldo ante 1521: riflessioni per una inedita ‘Crocifissione’”, Paragone, vol. 50, no. 23,
January 1999, pp. 47-85, colour ill., pl. I. ;
Beverly Louise Brown, “Two entries for Savoldo”, Paragone, vol. 50, no. 23, January 1999, pp. 86-89, 9394, colour ill., pl. I. ;
Maurizio Marini, Il Cinquecento Lombardo. Da Leonardo a Caravaggio, exh. cat., Milan Palazzo reale,
2000-2001, pp. 268-269, colour ill.;
Mina Gregori and Andrea Bayer, in “Pittori della realtà”, Le ragioni di una rivoluzione. Da Foppa e Leonardo
a Caravaggio e Ceruti, exh. cat., Cremona, Museo Civico Ala Ponzone, 2004, pp.148-151 and p. 333,
colour ill. pp. 149-151. ;
Mina Gregori and Andrea Bayer, in “Painters of reality”, The Legacy of Leonardo and Caravaggio in
Lombardy, exh. cat., The Metropolitan Museum of Art, new York, 2004, pp. 35 and 136, colour ill.
EXHIBITIonS:

Il Rinascimento a Venezia e la pittura del Nord ai tempi di Bellini, Dürer, Tiziano, Venice, Palazzo Grassi, 19992000;
Il Cinquecento Lombardo. Da Leonardo a Caravaggio, Milan, Palazzo reale, 2000-2001, no. V.25;
“Pittori della realtà”, Le ragioni di una rivoluzione. Da Foppa e Leonardo a Caravaggio e Ceruti, Cremona,
Museo Civico Ala Ponzone, 2004;
Painters of Reality: The Legacy of Leonardo and Caravaggio in Lombardy, new York, The Metropolitan
Museum of Art, 2004, no. 44.
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This Crucifixion depicts Christ and the two thieves before a panoramic landscape, with figures
arranged below the cross, including the Virgin, St. John the Evangelist, and the Magdalen. Stylistically
the picture may be placed among the earliest works of the artist. There existed in Italy a pictorial
tradition for the representation of the crucified Christ with the two thieves set before a panoramic
landscape and figures gathered around the crosses. A Crucifixion in the Thyssen-Bornemisza
Collection, Madrid, attributed to Antonello da Messina reflects the direct influence of northern,
probably German, examples combined with a landscape characteristic of Italian art during the 1450s
and 1460s. Antonello repeated this composition, with evidence of an increasing influence from Flemish
art, in his Crucifixion now in Sibiu (Brukenthal Museum). Another Crucifixion by Antonello (Antwerp,
Musée royal des Beaux Arts), dated circa 1475, employs a simplified composition with the figures on
the ground reduced to only the Virgin and St. John. Mantegna also used this compositional treatment
in the central predella panel of the San Zeno Altarpiece (Paris, Louvre), painted in the late 1450s.
A Crucifixion by Andrea Solario in the Louvre, signed and dated 1503, shares many characteristics of
Savoldo’s picture. Solario does not include the crucified thieves, but other features of the picture
reflect the same artistic processes and range of sources as Savoldo would employ. It is very likely that
Savoldo knew Solario’s picture or other similar works. A minor point of reference is the inclusion in
the middleground of both pictures of a mounted soldier on a rearing horse. More importantly, a
drawing of the crucified Christ by Solario, probably a modello for the Louvre painting (Cambridge,
Fitzwilliam Museum) is in many respects even closer to Savoldo’s rendering of Christ. In both Solario’s
drawing and Savoldo’s painting, the legs of Christ are slightly elongated, and held closely together.
Savoldo’s figure differs in the upper torso, which is thinner than the Christ in both Solario’s Louvre
picture and the Fitzwilliam drawing.
The picture is iconographically complex. The episode of Christ carrying the cross is included in the
throng of people issuing from the city gate in the left middleground. The large structure in the center
middleground, alluding to the Temple in Jerusalem, is drawn directly from San Marco in Venice, one of
the largest and most exotic structures in northern Italy. The manner in which the campanile of this
prominent building is aligned with Christ's cross poignantly accentuates his abandonment at the final
moment of his earthly existence. The emotional timbre of the scene is further accentuated by the dark
storm clouds on the right, against which the impenitent thief is silhouetted.
Even if there are no exact correspondences between the Savoldo composition and either an engraving
or a woodcut by Albrecht dürer, there are a number of striking similarities with several of dürer’s
graphic works. It is reasonable to assume that Savoldo was familiar with at least several versions of the
subject by dürer and recalled certain elements in his composition. dürer traveled through northern
Italy and Venice in 1494 and 1495 and a made a second trip to Venice probably from late 1505 to early
1507. A woodcut of the Crucifixion attributed to dürer of circa 1495 (Willi Kurth, The Complete Woodcuts
of Albrecht Dürer, new York, no. 88) includes the type of swooning Virgin in which she has fallen to the
ground, her eyes almost completely closed, having just succumbed to the overwhelming emotion of the
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event. In the background dürer has included a representation of Jerusalem including a large city gate
and a representation of the Church of the Holy Sepulchre which is reminiscent of San Marco in
Venice. A woodcut of circa 1498 from dürer’s Large Passion series (Illustrated Bartsch, vol. 10, p. 106)
includes a mounted roman soldier seen from behind. In a woodcut of circa 1503-1504 (Illustrated
Bartsch, vol. 10, p. 154) the figure of the swooning Virgin in the dürer print is almost identical to the
one in Savoldo’s painting, although the figures that support her are arranged differently.
The precisely rendered foliage in the extreme foreground may have been drawn from Flemish art (e.g.,
Hugo van der Goes, Portinari Altarpiece, Uffizi) but in this case the models may have been, again, more
readily available to Savoldo through the influence of dürer. In the foreground of the picture, Savoldo
included the skull of Adam, a ubiquitous iconographic element in scenes of the Crucifixion. Less
commonly seen, however, are the additional pieces of Adam’s skeleton, including the bones of the left
arm, the pelvis, pieces of the rib cage and leg bones. dürer also included additional parts of Adam’s
skeleton in his scenes of the Crucifixion, especially in the version from the Large Passion series (circa
1498, Illustrated Bartsch, vol. 10, p. 106). In the distance on the coast, to the right of Christ's cross, there
appears to be a representation of a windmill. A windmill is included in dürer’s (attr.) 1495 Crucifixion
discussed above (Kurth, no. 88). The windmill became a symbol of Christ's sacrifice since it was the
place where flour for bread was produced. Bread is the Eucharistic symbol of Christ’s body, but in both
images, the windmill is placed in the far distance, indicating that the world remained remote from the
salvation of Christ’s sacrifice at the time of his crucifixion.
The motif of the Magdalen clasping the bottom of the cross is relatively rare in Italian art. A related
idea occurs in Masaccio’s Crucifixion from the Pisa Polyptych. However, for Savoldo, the motif may be
related to a print of the Crucifixion such as that by Jean duvet (1485 - after 1561; Illustrated Bartsch, vol.
13), in which a very agitated figure of the Magdalen clasps the bottom of the cross. Savoldo has
rendered his Magdalen in a more restrained manner, but he has nonetheless emphasized her figure by
the striking orange colour of her dress and the sharp angle of her upraised head.
despite the strong northern influence in the iconography of the painting, the style, especially in the
figures, belongs to the earlier maturity of Savoldo. Giorgionesque elements in the figures, especially
the softly rendered head of St. John, are combined with a treatment of drapery that is distinctly
characteristic of Savoldo’s earlier work. The soft, tubular drapery folds cast in a silvery light and a
tendency toward a brilliant treatment of white drapery become leitmotifs in Savoldo. For example, the
drapery of Gabriel in the Annunciation (Pordenone, Museo Civico), the loincloth of Christ in the
Lamentation (Berkeley, University Art Museum), also inspired by a northern iconographic tradition, and
the drapery of the archangel in the Tobias and the Archangel (rome, Galleria Borghese) each reflect the
artist’s concentration on the distinctive quality of the drapery which became a hallmark of his style
throughout the 1520s and early 1530s.
The figures are relatively small in relation to the panoramic landscape, a characteristic that may serve
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to place this picture even earlier in Savoldo’s career. The emphasis on an expansive landscape, in which
the landscape becomes, in effect, the subject of the picture, is a significant feature in the evolution of
Venetian and north Italian art in the first decade of the sixteenth century. Giorgione's Sunset Landscape
with SS. Roch (?), George (?), and Anthony Abbot (London, national Gallery, 6307) is one of the principal
examples of this aspect of early sixteenth-century Venetian painting. In fact, the landscape is derived
from the moment in the conception of northern and especially Flemish landscape, in which the more
fantastic and imaginary forms (e.g. Joachim Patenir) begin to yield to a softer, more naturalistic
conception. The landscape background in the St. Anne Altarpiece by Quentin Massys (Brussels, Musées
royaux), dated 1509, as well as in other works by Massys (Portrait of a Man, Frankfurt, Staedel Institute),
shows the tendency toward the softer forms. The panoramic landscape is rendered with an acutely
observed aerial perspective. The mountainous terrain and the wealth of incidental detail in the
middleground are also inspired by Flemish models.
A number of pentimenti indicate changes that Savoldo made as he refined the composition. Most
notable are the alterations in the perspectival treatment of the crosses of the two thieves. By redrawing the crosses with a more acute foreshortening and rapid movement into space, Savoldo further
accentuated the distant background and also created a greater envelope of space around the isolated
figure of Christ. In his characterization of the two thieves, Savoldo follows the established tradition of
placing the penitent thief on Christ’s right, and the impenitent thief on Christ’s left. The penitent
thief looks up to heaven for his salvation, while the impenitent thief, silhouetted against storm clouds,
casts his glance downward toward the roman soldiers lingering at the scene. The mounted soldier is
yet another Giorgionesque reminiscence, particularly in the manner in which the light accentuates the
hard, sharp quality of the armour (cf. Giorgione’s Saint Liberale in the Castelfranco Madonna).
The two standing female figures located behind the cross of the good thief may represent the patron
and possibly her confessor. Though this suggestion must remain highly speculative, Savoldo may also
have followed the Flemish tradition of placing donors within the scene (cf. rogier van der Weyden,
Crucifixion Triptych, Vienna, Kunsthistorisches Museum). The hooded figure may represent a spiritual
advisor explaining the significance of the scene that they are observing. The swooning figure of the
Virgin, comforted by St. John and an additional female figure, as well as the prominence of Mary
Magdalen, her richly clad figure grasping the foot of the cross, suggest the possibility that the picture
was intended for a female patron.

L U d oV I C o C A r r AC C I
Bologna 1555- 1619
Holy Family with St. Catherine
oil on Canvas
52 x 63 cms
Painted 1583/4
P ro V E n A n C E :
Giovanni Carlo Molinari, Bologna from September 1741 to June 1744;
Count otto de Almeida, Mondsee, Austria, until c. 1973;
Private Collection, Switzerland.
L I T E r AT U r E :

Aidan Weston-Lewis, “The Annibale Carracci exhibition in Bologna and rome”, The Burlington Magazine, April 2007, no. 1249

This work is arguably the most refined of a series
of Holy Families that all date from the early
1580s, sometimes given to Annibale but increasingly recognized as Ludovico Carracci. A number
of drawings are associated with these, with the
same child at slightly different ages giving a virtual chronology to the group. Some of these, like
the life studies on Inv. 12 417 in the Cabinet des
dessins in the Louvre are also connected with the
decoration at Palazzo Fava, painted in 1583/52 by
all three of the Carracci, and it is characteristic of
their work at this time that some of the particular
qualities of each should be reflected in their separate inventions. Another drawing of the same
child is in the Horne Museum, Florence, and was
exhibited in I Carracci – Disegni Bologna, 1956,
Cat. no 203, Fig. 95, as by Annibale Carracci.
Here he has a pose that is very close to the Christ
Child in the present composition, and Ludovico
LUdoVICo CArrACCI Study of a baby royal
Collections, Her Majesty Queen Elizabeth IIhere uses the same soft chiaroscuro that characWindsor Castle
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terizes many of the life studies of the period, and
indeed the frescoes of the stories of Jason in
Palazzo Fava, like the ones with the enchantress
Medea. The close relationship between the three
Carracci is also underlined by the consideration
that the child, particularly in the Horne Museum
drawing, also has a close relationship with the suckling Christ Child in Agostino Carracci’s Madonna
and Child with Saints John, Benedict, Cecilia and Margaret of 1586 in the Galleria nazionale Parma.

LUdoVICo CArrACCI Holy family with St.
Francis Tatton Park
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LUdoVICo CArrACCI Holy family with St
Anne Musee neaux Art, nantes

The series of Holy Families includes the Mystic arriage of St Catherine at the Göteborg Konstmuseum
(158 by 139 cm, exhibited in the Bologna Ludovico
Carracci show, 1993, no. 12), the Holy Family with
Saint Francis at Tatton Park ( 92,5 by 73 cm., repr. In
Trust for the Nation, Paintings from national Trust
Houses, 1995, no. 46 where exh. as ‘attributed to
Annibale Carracci’), and the Holy Family with St.
John the Baptist and St. Anne in nantes (100 by 73,5
cm, Catalogue raisonné des peintures italiennes du musée
des Beaux-Arts de Nantes, 1994, no. 127, as ‘Annibale
(?) Carracci). That these are not far apart in date is
suggested by the comparative age of the same child,
while the drawing of a composition closest to the
Göteborg painting (Louvre Cabinet des dessins,
Inv. 6773; Loisel, op. cit. 2004, no. 2) has a young
child very close in appearance to the one in the
present picture. It is interesting that the tendency
now is for the drawings to be given to Ludovico,
and Sir denis Mahon also views the present painting as coming from his hand. The impact of Correggio and Parmigianino, seen by Ludovico in
neighbouring Parma, is evident in these compositions; the incredible play of light and drapery in the
present work is typical of the artist’s hand in the
sophisticated works of this period, which includes
the Vision of St. Francis in the rijksmuseum, at present on loan to the national Gallery, London. The
qualities of material and interpretation of surface in

the hands show how much the artist relished the pattern that emerges from the
complex mix of forms that he achieved.
The pose of the Christ Child does not
seem as contrived as that of the undulating body of Christ in the Deposition
painted at the same period for the Tanari
family, and now in the Metropolitan Museum, new York; but this is because here
the composition as a whole has a more felicitous resolution of what is still an essentially Mannerist approach to design.
We are grateful to Sir denis Mahon for
confirming the attribution on first hand
inspection of the work and to Prof.
Alessandro Brogi for also confirming the
attribution from a transparency

LUdoVICo CArrACCI Study of a baby Ashmolean
Museum, oxford
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onoFrIo GABrIELLI
1616 - Messina - 1706
A Vanitas
oil on panel
68.5 x 49.5 cm
The painting is a beautiful example of a Seicento poesia, and it comes as no surprise that its author was
also a poet. It was recognized as the work of Gabrielli by dr. Andrea G. de Marchi, who saw the
comparison with his work, especially with the Sewing Lesson in the Musei Civici, Padua1, which is a
similar two figure composition with very much the same painterly manner.
Although Gabrielli is not so wellknown in the mainstream of
Seicento painting, he has an
ample bibliography, and there are
many works of his in the environs
of his native Messina2. He was at
first apprenticed (for six years) to
domenichino’s pupil Antonio
Barbalonga, but after leaving
Sicily for naples, he arrived in
rome and studied with nicolas
Poussin. When the latter set off
for Paris (1640), Gabrielli turned
to Pietro da Cortona as a teacher,
so he had a wide variety of
artistic education even before he
travelled to northern Italy and
onoFrIo GABrIELLI A Sewing Lesson Musei Civici, Padua
stayed nine years in Venice. Again
according to F. Susinno (Vite dei pittori messinesi MS 1724, published by V. Martinelli, Florence, 1960, p.
262-274) he travelled widely in northern Italy, to Mantua, Padua and Ancona before returning to
Messina in 1651; he also fled to France in 1678 during the anti-Spanish revolt, returning later. L. Lanzi
(Storia Pittorica dell’ Italia, 1789) recalls a number of panel paintings by Gabrielli in Padua, none of
which has so far been identified. While the altarpieces he did in Sicily form the bulk of his known
work, the allegorical and poetic works, of which this Vanitas is a singular example, were more likely
painted in northern Italy, and it may well be recognized as one of the paintings done for his chief
patron in Padua. The present work is actually on an oak panel, itself exceptional for an Italian picture.
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Here attributed to onoFrIo GABrIELLI Blind
Lady Private Collection

Here attributed to onoFrIo GABrIELLI Blind
Lady Private Collection

Gabrielli was a poet and musician, as well as being versed in alchemy, and several of the paintings
described by Susinno had accompanying verses. The text of the verses on the present panel is difficult
to read completely, but begins with the title La Vanità. It recalls an anecdote recounted by C.d. Gallo3
of his patronage by Conte Borromeo, who wanted his eldest son and two daughters to learn painting
from him. one of the latter in return painted the portrait of the master, with flowers beside the sitter.
onofrio returned the compliment, and painted his pupil, who was a comely young girl, and next to her
he painted what Gallo describes as ‘alcuni deformi demoni’. She was shocked by the juxtaposition, ‘but
our painter explained candidly, and in the presence of her father the count, that instead she had no
reason to be disturbed, for a beautiful face gained from having these deformed and hideous features
next to it, following that saying that ‘opposites placed next to each other enhance each other’ and
recalling the verses of Martial to Fabulla. Omnes aut vetulas habes amicas / Aut turpes, vetulisque foediores /
Has ducis comites, trahisque tecum / per convivia, porticus, theatra. / Sic formosa Fabulla, sic puella es. (M. V.
Martial, Epigrammata, VIII, 79).
The sources of Gabrielli’s poesia are manifold, in both literary and pictorial terms. If the Girl Sewing in
Padua (painted, we know, for the Conte Borromeo) recalls the colouring of Strozzi, whom he perhaps
met in Venice, the impasto and style is here more reminiscent of Lodovico Carracci, with an echo back
to Giorgione’s Laura now in the Kunsthistorisches Museum, Vienna. The gesture of opening the fur
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mantle to uncover her breast points to fertility (and, therefore, maternity), as an offer of love and
seduction, and this offer is enhanced by the shocking juxtaposition of the old blind woman holding a
heart, which gives the viewer an immediate frisson. Conte Borromeo apparently accepted the
explanation amid much laughter, and the painting was left as it was. onofri was also much taken up
with alchemy, hence the guttering candles and the scales in the foreground; Gallo recalls that he took
refuge in the convent of San Francesco di Paola in Messina for a long time, and devised a plan to divert
the two streams that menaced Messina from time to time.
It is interesting that the re-appearance of this work points to the possibility that other more famous
paintings of blind people may be also by him. These are the series of six paintings on paper, laid on
canvas, that were first published as by Annibale Carracci, by Anna ottavi Cavina and E. riccomini in
19874 of which only two are widely known. The two illustrated, have very much the same way of
working paint as in the Vanitas, corresponding in fact with Susinno’s description of his working
method. “He blamed his hand for being too quick to follow his imagination, consequently he had an
extraordinary speed and freshness of brushwork, every delay seeming to be a thousand years, in
realizing his ideas, so he employed but little paint which he spread with liquid and oily strokes. He
frequently used the colour of the canvas for a half tone, and he made use of all sorts of supports qualunque sorte di male tele. The poetic conceit of a shocking visual contrast is also a keynote of one of
the Blind Women, for in the corner of one is a vivid and telling depiction of an eye, which triggers the
same philosophical reflection on a sightless existence that is the subject of the image.
1

Published by r. Pallucchini, La pittura veneziana del Seicento, II, Milan 1981, 2nd ed, 1993, Fig. 972.
There was a monographic exhibition devoted to Gabrielli’s work in Messina in 1983.
3
C.d. Gallo, Annali della città di Messina, 1756, ed by A Vayola, Messina, 1882, IV, p. 82-83.
4
Washington Symposium on Emilian Painting in the Sixteeenth and Seventeenth Centuries Jan. 1987, ‘Studies from Life:
Annibale Carracci’s paintings of the blind’. See also A. ottani Cavina ‘Annibale Carracci’s paintings of the blind: an
addition’. The Burlington Magazine, CXXXI, 1989, p. 27/28, where another drawing of a blind man in the Uffizi traditionally
attributed to Ludovico Carracci, is added to the series. The paintings are said to have come from the Paleotti family in
Bologna, and much has been made of the presumed connection with the Compagnia dei Ciechi in Bologna. The paintings
were recently exhibited (entry by A. Brogi) in Annibale Carracci, Bologna, Palazzo dell’ Archiginnasio, rome, Cortile di
Bramante, no. IV 19-20, and dated to 1590-92.
2

F E d E r I C o B A ro C C I
1535 - Urbino - 1612
Christ Expiring on the Cross
oil on canvas
75 x 57 cm
P ro V E n A n C E

Probably the bozzetto described by Bellori as the ‘Christ expiring on the Cross from Barocci’s hand’
that was placed in his coffin at his feet when his body was taken for burial in San Francesco, Urbino;
Private Collection, new England
L I T E r AT U r E

A. Emiliani, Federico Barocci, Ancona 2008, Vol. II, p.275-6, cat. 74.1
This is the bozzetto a colori for Federico Barocci’s Christ expiring on the Cross (Museo Prado, Madrid), the
large work finished by the artist for duke Francesco Maria II della rovere in 1604, and bequeathed by
him to King Philip IV of Spain in 1631. First recognized by dr nicolas Turner, it has now been
published by Prof. Andrea Emiliani in his latest monograph on Barocci.
The commission, like many of Barocci’s altarpieces, was obviously produced over an extended period;
the Presentation of the Virgin in the Temple, done for the Chiesa nuova in rome, took from 1594 to 1603,
and the finished bozzetto a colori represented the most elaborate stage in the preparation of the
composition. Barocci was tremendously attached to the naturalistic representation ‘as he worked made
constant reference to nature, and did not allow himself a single stroke without looking upon it; a
procedure that is confirmed by the large number of drawings that he left in his studio’ as Bellori tells
us. The transfer of his design to the final canvas was a tremendously complex process, for he not only
used a squared grid to move a design from one format to the other, it is also clear that he must have
employed a proportional compass to reduce or enlarge proportions. He would often work from clay or
wax models, as Bellori describes: ‘once the [compositional] drawing was finished, Barocci made clay or
wax models of the different figures, these were so beautiful that they seemed to be by the hand of the
very best sculptor. Sometimes he was not content to make just one model of each figure, repeating it
two or three times in wax. After clothing the figurines to his taste, and contenting himself that they
looked well, he would then clothe the live model correspondingly, in order to remove all trace of
artifice from his work.’ He would then proceed to a colour sketch for the whole composition, or a
monochrome sketch in gouache, and then proceed to the cartoon, which would be the size of the final
work. The design would be incised or pressed on to the prepared surface of the canvas. This was a
labour intensive process, but one that enables the artist to employ assistants to work out parts of the
design and yet keep overall control of a composition in which at all stages there was a possibility of
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refinement and correction. So much so
that frequently the oil on paper
sketches of individual heads were
inserted into the final painting,
superimposed on the work done on the
canvas itself. often the reduced replicas
would be made with a blind stylus, so
that the lines would not be in any way
visible, and the grid would be in the
form of thread that would accurately
reduce all the proportions. All the
indications are, however, that the aim
of the exercise was to produce as
realistic an image as possible, with lifelike accents of birds and animals to
engage the attention of all the audience
that might see such an amazing piece of
artifice.
There are in existence numerous
drawings for the figure of Christ, most
of them conserved in the
Kuperstichkabinett of the Staatliche
Museen, Berlin (see A. Emiliani, Federico
Barocci, 1985, p. 360 362), and a single
drawing of the landscape, in the
Ubaldini collection in the Museo
FEdErICo BAroCCI Christ Expiring on the Cross, Museo
Civico, Urbania. Prof Emiliani (loc. cit.)
Prado, Madrid
notes that the composition may have
been the ‘abbozzo’ or study for the colours of the Madrid composition, or a replica done for a domestic
destination, taking reference, too, from the numerous graphic studies that have survived. This abbozzo o
modello interpretativo a colori was very carefully executed by the hand of the artist - and his closest
assistants - in the years around 1610, a work done as a reduced version of the Prado composition, full of
meaning for the artist himself.
There are considerable differences between the bozzetto and the finished picture, whose landscape
ends at the doorway to the left, while the little turret and the end of the apse of the duomo are shown
to the left, with the rounded projection of the chapel of San Giovanni Battista. Prof. Emiliani has
observed that Barocci includes all the detailed features of the buildings up to the ducal Palace, starting
from the slope down to data and the first bastion, the convent of St Catherine. There is the quarter of
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VIEW

of Urbino from Barocci’s house

Valbona, with a whole variety of houses and the Palazzo Palma. The causeway in the middle distance is
the perimeter of the Mercatale, the landfill that is in front of the Palazzo where the market took place
and which, in the Cinquecento, was the Piazza d’armi where parades took place. At the right is the
little church of San rocco, which was only demolished in 1910. There is much more of the group of
buildings to the right in the bozzetto than in the finished altarpiece, because the elevation that supports
the Cross is a larger element there; the hill seems to show some indications of the structure of the
wooden barn to the centre right. The beautiful elevation of roofs in the hillside leading up to the
Palazzo ducale is one of the most beautiful passages in this landscape, at once one of the first real
landscapes in the Italian tradition and one of the most modern prospects of architectural fantasy. It is
interesting to see the observation of the rows of arches supporting the roadway up to the Palazzo
alternate in the drawing, a study that was clearly used in the creation of the bozzetto. In the centre of
the cityscape is the ‘Palladian’ façade of the new Synagogue, built in the second half of the
Cinquecento, while under the façade of the ducal Palace is the bastion designed by the mathematician
Francesco Commandino. The risciolo valley that forms the backdrop to this scene of contemplation is
presented a little more imaginatively, so that the Metauro river looks more like a lake; in the distance
are the Monti Petrano and Catria, referred to by dante.
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This is an intensely
personal landscape, for it
is taken from the vantage
of Barocci’s own house in
the Via di San Giovanni,
and there is something
immensely touching
about the inclusion of the
suffering Christ on the
Cross as the only living
being in this extensive
prospect. Barocci’s poor
health meant that he
spent many days and
months confined to his
room, for he suffered
permanently from an
ulcer ever since his visit
FEdErICo BAroCCI Urbino landscape, Museo Civico, Urbino
to rome where he was
convinced he had been poisoned, and rather than in bed he sat always at the window. Visitors and
agents of his patrons who came to entreat him to finish their commissions, could only wring their
hands at his frailty. It is a plausible suggestion that this bozzetto is the Crucifixion ‘from Barocci’s
hand’ that was placed in his coffin at his feet when his body was taken for burial in San Francesco,
Urbino ‘Gli fu data sepoltura nella Chiesa di San Francesco: e con pompa funebre fu esposto il suo
corpo, ed a’ suoi piedi nel feretro, collocato un quadro del Crocefisso spirante di sua mano’. Christ
Expiring on the Cross is the title by which the Prado picture was always known, and Bellori’s reference
can now be realistically associated with this very personal canvas.
dr Turner notes that the Christ Expiring on the Cross differs from the two earlier representations of the
Crucifixion (Galleria nazionale delle Marche, Urbino 1566-67, and the Cathedral, Genoa - 1590-97) in
showing the Saviour still alive, raising his eyes heavenward as he expires. It was one of Barocci’s most
inspirational compositions, which was a powerful source for both Guido reni, as in the large picture he
did for the high altar of S. Lorenzo in Lucina (but in many other works too) and also for Van dyck.
We are grateful to Prof. Andrea Emiliani, dr. nicholas Turner and dr. Ted Pillsbury who have each
independently confirmed the attribution on first hand inspection of the painting.

S I r A n T H o n Y VA n dYC K
Antwerp 1599 - London 1641
Study of a Man with a Grey Beard
oil on canvas laid onto board
49.5 x 46.5 cm
P ro V E n A n C E :

? King Charles I;
? Archduke Leopold Willhelm (1614-1662);
Private Collection, Belgium
L I T E r AT U r E

? o. Millar (ed.), “Abraham van der doort’s Catalogue of the Collections of Charles I”, Walpole Society,
1960, vol. 37, no.91, p. 58 ( ..an old mans heade without a frame with gray haire & beard done by Sir
Anthonie Vandike Bought by the Wijlt hi it Was prinz onlij - 1ft4 1ft.);
E. Larsen, The Paintings of Anthony Van Dyck, 1988, Vol.II, p. 94
This wonderfully vigorous study of a bearded man can be identified as the work labelled “A. V. dYCK”
in david Teniers the Younger’s painting circa 1660 of a collection, now in the Schleissheim Palace,
Munich (detail right). It is not certain the Teniers gallery picture represents specifically Archduke
Leopold’s collection, yet there are a number of works visible listed in his 1659 inventory. In 1651 Teniers
travelled to England on behalf of the Archduke to purchase paintings, on his return he went on to
became official court painter to Archduke Leopold Wilhelm, painting his collection numerous times in
gallery pictures like the one at Schleissheim. Archduke Leopold Wilhelm in ten years created one of
the most important collections in Europe, much of which came from the sale of the duke of Hamilton
in 1649 and also King Charles I - the collection later became the foundation of the Kunsthistorisches
Museum in Vienna.
It is possible our painting was either seen, or purchased by Teniers, on behalf of Archduke Leopold,
when in England in 1651. For the present painting also corresponds with a painting described in Van der
doort catalogue of King Charles I’s collection “ ..an old mans heade without a frame with gray haire &
beard done by Sir Anthonie Vandike Bought by the Wijlt hi it Was prinz onlij - 1ft4 1ft, altered from 1ft
5 1-11”.
When Van dyck arrived back in Antwerp in 1627, he came back from Italy with an innovative
technique and ‘an inhuman appetite for work’ as Gustav Gluck observed. Twenty-two years younger
than his teacher rubens, he had little contact with him now, but a wealth of clients and commissions
from institutions, burghers, the clergy and the nobility, who wanted him to paint all sorts of
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Schleissheim Palace, Munich

commissions, from religious altarpieces to portraits, and secular subjects, now appreciated for their
own sake. rubens’s absence from 1628-1630 may have given more scope to the younger man, but he was
indefatigable, and there were many who appreciated the innovations he brought in technique, and his
confident touch, more than the subjects he represented. He brought with him naturally the sense of
experience of the recent Italian artistic world, which had seen some of the most revolutionary artistic
developments since the renaissance, already famous through the works by raphael, Titian and the
Bolognese, that had filtered through to northern collections and public appreciation. Much emphasis
has been placed on his experience of artists like Giulio Cesare Procaccini, a painter of Bolognese origin
but active in Lombardy; but in practice the Italian scene represented a combination of the realism of
Caravaggio, the psychological expressiveness of Annibale Carracci, and the bombastic, theatrical
expressiveness of the new generation of Caravaggesque painters around Vouet, Baburen and Valentin
and Bernini. Compared with rubens his works were more delicate, with more emotive rhetoric. There
is greater expressiveness in his portraits, and he was able to capture his sitters’ state of mind with
tremendous facility. It was as if he has really achieved that combination of naturalism, with the magic
ingredient of spirit, that had been missing from Caravaggio’s images, but present in Annibale’s studies
from life. The present study of an old man was done from life but with the intention of using the
features in one of his larger compositions - perhaps like the old man in the background of the Taking of

Samson in the Kunsthistorisches Museum,
Vienna (and painted for one of Van dyck’s
Antwerp clients, Cornelis van der Geest). This
kind of study expressed to the maximum the
extraordinary ability to capture the soul of his
subject, much as Annibale Carracci did before
him, as in the study in oil on paper that the
latter did of his father, Mastro Antonio, in the
early 1590s before the Bolognese painter set off
for rome where he would achieve his greatest
fame working for odoardo Farnese. Apart from
the extraordinary facility that Van dyck had
with his materials, giving the same unerring
and faultless impression of this thoughtful old
man as Annibale sensationally achieved
without apparent effort, he was thoroughly in
tune with the idea of conveying a mood, and
not just the superficial likeness. It was this that
endeared him not only to his patrons in the
Church, who could rely on him to produce
really effective illustrations of the narratives
AnnIBALE CArrACCI Oil study of Mastro Antonio
and devotional feeling, but also to his sitters,
Carracci c. 1591 Private Collection
who demanded ever more of his tremendous
gifts to portray their likenesses. It is a particularly romantic idea, but perfectly plausible, that this
study was indeed acquired early on by Charles I, for it was his enthusiasm, based on his experience of
the painter’s abilities before he became King, that led to Van dyck’s stay in England, where he arrived
in 1632. not only was this perhaps the most important visit by a painter to these shores, but Van dyck
left behind him a society changed in its appearance by an artist thoroughly appreciated by his host.
This kind of image was clearly impressive to Jan Lievens, who met Van dyck in Holland when the
latter visited The Hague in the winter of 1631/32, and painted a lost portrait of the young artist, known
from Lucas Vosterman’s engraving in the Iconography (see exhibition catalogue, Jan Lievens Washington
d.C, Milwaukee, rembrandthuis, Amsterdam, 2009, p. 11 Fig. 11). It is interesting to see the ripples of
artistic innovation pass from one centre to the next; Lievens was also drawn, through his contact with
the Flemish master, to travel to London in his wake, and he may even have worked as his assistant.
We are grateful to the rev. Susan J. Barnes, dr. Horst Vey and dr. Hans Vlieghe for each independently
confirming the attribution of the painting.
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J UA n d Ò
known as the
M A S T E r o F T H E A n n U n C I AT I o n T o T H E S H E P H E r d S
Valencia, c. 1604 - ?1646 naples
A Philosopher meditating on a Skull
oil on canvas
65 x 50 cm
L I T E r AT U r E

Giuseppe de Vito, ‘Alcuni dipinti inediti o poco noti di Juan dò’, in Ricerche sul ‘600 napoletano, 2008,
p 33, Tav. V and cover
This is a picture by one of the major figures in neapolitan painting of the first half of the Seicento,
who is now more confidently identified as the Valencian painter Juan dò, born in Spain about 1604.
His career and personality have been patiently worked out by Giuseppe de Vito, and now more
recently by Andrea G. donati1. Admitted to the college of painting in Valencia in 1617, he trained there
for five years before working another three years with Jacinto rodriguez Espinosa, the father of the
more famous Jacinto rodriguez Espinosa. He moved to naples, then part of Spanish domain, in the
1620s, marrying there in 1626. He spent his time in the company of Vitale, Battistello and ribera, and
his choice of bride (Grazia de rosa) also seems to have placed him in the Caravaggesque profession in
naples, and he joined ribera’s studio first as an assistant and later as a colleague. He and his family
seem to have perished in the 1646 plague in naples. Significantly he is recalled by the biographer de
dominici as the author of works that were taken to be by ribera himself, ‘especially some half-length
figures and pictures of St. Jerome, works in which the balance of colour and the working of the
impasto were unique’2. Although the identity of the personality known as the ‘Master of the
Annunciation to the Shepherds’ over the last fifty years has depended on a reading of signatures in less
than an handful of works, the career and known personality of this major figure from ribera’s circle
does fit the character of the distinctive hand.
Many of the works established as coming from this very talented hand are indeed of the Annunciation
to the Shepherds, and their interest in animals does suggest that the painter had experience of roman
painting, and notably the work of Salini as well as of the very naturalistic phase of ribera’s output
there, from 1612-18, as well as having obvious Spanish elements in his style, as suggested by the
comparison with Velasquez’s Los Borracchos (Feast of Bacchus) in the Prado. Some of the subjects are
dark and tenebrosi, but he does seem to have responded, like ribera and Fracanzano (with whom his
personality has sometimes been confused) to the need for more luminous colours in the 1630s. So while
the work which originally prompted the pseudonym of this artist, the Annunciation to the Shepherds in
the Birmingham Museum, is a dark composition, painted on what has become a characteristically
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neapolitan coarse canvas, must be a work of the 1620s, the present work (which has been recognized
as from this hand by Prof. nicola Spinosa) is from the mid-1630s, like the Return of the Prodigal Son at
Capodimonte, which includes the same model for the old man, there illustrating the father of the
prodigal son.
Another painting of the same Philosopher Meditating on a Skull is in the Harrach collection, Vienna, (64
by 50 cm)3 with the skull more central and the old man less inclined to the right. Andrea donati (loc.
cit.) has written about the engagement of this generation in the consideration of ancient philosophers,
and their parallel role to that of modern scientists or natural philosophers. This is a field in which
there was much inspiration from literature, and the visual meditation on the theme of death was as
telling as Seneca’s mors omnia solvit (death solves everything). We have only to think of Hamlet, and his
meditation on poor Yorick, to realize how this was a constant reflection in a society where mortality
was perhaps a more commonplace occurrence.
We are grateful to Prof. nicola Spinosa for confirming the attribution.

1

See G. de Vito, ‘Variazioni sul nome del Maestro degli
Annunci ai Pastori’, in Ricerche sul ‘600 napoletano, Scritti
in Memoria di Raffaello Causa, Saggi e documenti 1998, p.
14f; also ‘Juan dò riconfermato’ in Ricerche sul ‘600
napoletano, Saggi e documenti 2003-2004, p. 85-91; A. G.
donati, ‘Giovanni dò e i temi sapienzali’ Ricerche sul
‘600 napoletano, 2008, p. 57-69.

2

Bernardo de’ dominici, Vite de’ pittori, scultori ed
architetti napoletani, III, napoli 1744, p. 22 ‘Fu tanto
vivace imitatore di ribera, che le copie erano prese per
originali ed alcune storie credevansi di mano dello
Spagnoletto, massimamente alcune mezze figure di
filoofi e di S. Girolamo, che nel maneggio del colore e
nel girar dell’ impasto erano tutt’ uno. In molte case si
osserva lo stesso abbaglio, credendo le sue pitture per
opere del ribera’.

3

recently included in the exhibition Unter dem Vesuv in
the Liechtenstein Museum, Vienna 2008, no 9 (as by
the ‘Master of the Annunciation to the Shepherds’.

JUAn dÒ Philosopher Meditating on a Skull,

Collection, Schloss rohrau
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Harrach

F r E n C H F o L L oW E r o F C A r AVA G G I o
c.1620
St Jerome
oil on canvas
96 x 131 cm
P ro V E n A n C E

Private collection, England
Inscribed; on the reverse of the original canvas, in a Seicento hand No. 46, and S M D C
The painting is an amazing example of the fever for Caravaggesque naturalism in rome at the end of
the second decade of the Seicento, and despite the obvious strength of the hand, it has been
impossible so far to identify the author.
It is obvious that this is the product of a generation present in rome in the second decade of the
seventeenth century, where a number of foreigners arrived to learn the art of painting, mainly
encouraged by the possibility of advancing their talents without slavishly going through the
apprenticeship that conventional studios demanded. Simon Vouet arrived in rome in 1613, Valentin de
Boulogne probably around the same time although he is not actually recorded there until 1620, and
Claude Vignon made a first trip there in 1609/10, but returned when he was more mature in 1618/20.
Caravaggio’s saints, like the St Jerome in the Galleria Borghese, or the same subject now in Monserrat,
were the models that prompted emulation. The enthusiasm of patrons like Vincenzo Giustiniani,
Scipione Borghese and the Barberini family was what drove this exploration of the mysterious
technique that Caravaggio had employed to achieve his startling naturalism. Perhaps the most
eloquent quotation in this painting is from a work like Vouet’s St Jerome with an Angel in the national
Gallery, Washington, but there are several pictures that coincide with the ambitions expressed in this
powerful design. There seems to be a reference back to Guido reni in his Caravaggesque phase in, for
example, the complex pose of the legs of St Peter and St Paul in the painting now in the Brera. reni was
an example also for our artist in the intuitive rendering of flesh tones through glazing and the
observation of the incidence of light. Passages like the feet and hands, the nipples and hairs on the
chest, show a sensitivity to observed form that is startling even among the revelations of other
Caravaggesque painters, and at the same time a facility with invention that recalls the early work of
Lanfranco who was then in the same circle in the parish of San Lorenzo in Lucina. This is a painter
who had all the ease of invention of Valentin de Boulogne or Simon Vouet, demonstrated in the secure
forms of the book and inkwell, painted over the existing drapery of the saint’s habit, with a true sense
of perspective depth that is not simply a mechanical calculation.
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FrEnCH FoLLoWEr oF CArAVAGGIo Liberation of St. Peter de Vito

Collection (detail)

A group of French Caravaggesque works has been assembled by dr. Gianni Papi under the appellation
‘Maestro dell’ Incredulità di San Tommaso’, from the author of a picture of that subject in Palazzo
Valentini, rome, and with the suggestion that they are by Jean ducamps (see G. Papi, ‘Il Maestro dell’
Incredulità di San Tommaso’, in Arte Cristiana 1997, 779, LXXXV, p 121 - 130, and also in the exhibition
catalogue, Il Genio degli anonimi, Maestri caravaggeschi a Roma e a Napoli, Milan, Palazzo reale, 2005-06,
11,1 - 11,27) who was in rome from about 1622-37 and worked alongside Cecco da Caravaggio. not all of
these images have as much in common, certainly with the present work, but there is clearly a close
affinity with the Liberation of St. Peter in the de Vito collection, of which we reproduce a detail here.
Previously called Caravaggio, afterwards attributed to Valentin, then published by nicolson
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(Caravaggism in Europe, ed. 1990, II, Fig. 327) as by a follower of Manfredi, the de Vito painting also has
the effortless command of chiaroscuro that this St. Jerome displays. It is also evident that this artist
used a similar bristled hogshair brush loaded with pigment of different unblended paint to convey
elements like the beard and hair of the main subject. It is interesting to see Vignon’s similar use of the
brush that has been dipped in pigment that has not been fully mixed, in the painting by him in this
exhibition: it is a device that served him very well in describing the edges of pages, often left with the
kind of relief that characterized ribera’s technique. other works that might be added to this same
hand could include the St. Matthew in the ringling Museum, Sarasota, which recently has been
included in the catalogue of regnier’s work (A. Lemoine, Nicolas Regnier 2007, cat. no. 15, p. 221/22,
plate p. 39) and the St. Jerome in the Koelliker collection (A. Lemoine, op. cit., cat 26, plate p. 40). These
paintings share the broad confidence of this hand, a worthy continuation of a commanding personality
who has, in fact, little in common with many of the Manfredian variations that have been published as
belonging to the group attributed to the Master of the Incredulity of St. Thomas.
The de Vito Liberation of St. Peter, like this St Jerome, easily captures the highlights of a raking studio
light in order to map forms like the inside of the palm and those features that emerge out of the
surrounding darkness. This was easier to do in the kind of studio that Caravaggio had, probably in the
cellar of Palazzo Firenze, where a shaft of sunlight illuminated his subject from the side. Later, in the
house he rented in the Vicolo San Biagio, he opened a hole in the roof presumably to achieve the same
effect; in this he was followed by ribera, whose landlady in 1612 insisted that the hole he wanted to
install should be repaired at his cost when he left. It was one of the more memorable aspects of
Caravaggio’s working method, since he was well-known for working in a cellar and refused to come out
and paint in daylight. It is clear that the community of painters around ribera, Valentin, Vouet,
Vignon, Baburen and Honthorst had been trying to re-create Caravaggio’s working practice, not just
with the reading of chiaroscuro - the figure mezzo strapazzate, forms read in terms of the shadows
generated by a parallel beam of light, but also employing the rapid impressions of form that could be
convincing if the painter really had a grasp of the image in two-dimensional terms. Vouet was adept at
reading the profile of a shadow, and giving values to the half-tones that emerge from areas in reflected
light. By contrast, artists like Cecco da Caravaggio and Cavarozzi worked with endless application to
achieve the perfectly described detail of compositions that could be repeated several times, but
without the immediacy that characterized observation of the the unfamiliar detail and chance effects
that Caravaggio himself took so seriously.
This is the moment described by St. Jerome himself, as recalled by Geoffrey Chaucer (Canterbury Tales,
ed. Courier, 2004, p. 481) ‘Every time that I remember the day of doom I quake; for when I eat or
drink or do whatever thing, ever it seems to me that the trump sounds in my ear, bidding the dead
arise and come to judgement’. The St. Jerome, startled from his reading by the trump of doom, takes on
a theme that was also dear to ribera, whose version painted for the Viceroy of naples, the duque de
osuna, dates from the end of the artist’s stay in rome - he moved to naples in 1618 - and is now in the
Collegiata, osuna, Museo Parroquial. This was perhaps the first of his many representations of the
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theme, and it seems to have ingredients that relate to our painter, with the angel blowing the trumpet
being developed further in the de Vito Liberation of St. Peter.
There was no monopoly on the theme, but the representations do seem to have some connection with
the engraving after Vignon (P. Pacht Bassani, Claude Vignon, 1993, Cat. no. 112 G), which is signed by the
engraver Fréminet who died in 1620. It is clear that Vouet’s own representation of the theme (national
Gallery, Washington, d.C.) is the closest point of comparison with the physiognomy of the saint
himself in the present painting. dated to 1620/21 in the latest exhibition ( nantes and Besançon 2009:
Simon Vouet: les anneés italiennes 1613-1627, no. 21) and painted for the Barberini, this demonstrates how
his powerful patrons were still completely taken with the mystery of Caravaggesque naturalism.
Perhaps it will emerge that this magnificent St Jerome is the work of Valentin in this early moment in
rome. Certainly his understanding of chiaroscuro and fluent technique, as for instance in the
magnificently described hand of Raffaello Menicucci, the portrait done in rome and then taken to Paris
by Cardinal Mazarin (Indianapolis Museum of Art), show a similar sensibility.
We are grateful to dr. Erich Schleier and dr. Giuseppe Porzio for first suggesting that this work was by
the same hand as the de Vito Liberation of St. Peter.

SIMon VoUET
1590 - Paris - 1649
Portrait of a Gentleman with his Dog
oil on canvas
199.2 x 114.5 cm
P ro V E n A n C E

Private Collection, London
Bullart and Félibien, as well as Florent le Comte, make much of Vouet’s early activity in the field of
portraiture, and it was this talent that was the occasion for his early London visit to paint a “lady of
high rank and great beauty,” as it was also for the subsequent trip to Constantinople where he painted
the Great Sultan. These abilities were also in demand in Italy when the artist moved there, and ten
years later in a couple of letters sent from Genoa, where he had gone for this same purpose, the artist,
writing to Paolo Giordano orsini, duke of Bracciano (21 March 1621) and to Cassiano dal Pozzo,
referred to his commission to paint the portrait of Isabella Appiana, Princess of Piombino, for the
former, her intended husband. of these portraits, only a few bust-length pictures have so far surfaced,
among them several self-portraits on a relatively small scale. recently Carla Benocci has published a
number of references to Vouet’s work for Paolo orsini, who had probably been introduced to him by
dal Pozzo (see C. Benocci, Paolo Giordano Orsini nei ritratti di Bernini, Boselli, Leoni e Koremann, roma,
2006, and E. Schleier, in exh. cat. Simon Vouet, Les annés italiennes 1613 - 1627, nantes & Besançon,
2008/2009, p. 69). Another of ‘Sua Signoria Illustrissima’ on copper cost its patron a modest six scudi in
1618; Paolo orsini seems to have used Vouet exclusively as a portraitist. Vouet appears to have gone to
Genoa towards the end of 1620; after the artist’s return to rome and the election of Urban VIII in
1623 he painted the new Pope and Cardinal Francesco Barberini; these portraits have not so far been
discovered. The various portraits that are known do, however, demonstrate his great abilities and the
life-likeness of his sitters, the most impressive so far are the self-portrait heads like the one in Arles. It
is, however, surprising that none of his pictures known so far include any of the great full-length
portraits of nobles who, we must suppose, would have sought out a painter with such a talent. What
we read of in the sources underlines the scale of his production in this field, which has come down to
us in a very small part. The technique of the ruff in this extraordinary portrait, with its rapid
brushwork subtly indicating the successive layers of cotton, is the same as in the Self-Portrait of about
1620 (Exhibition Simon Vouet, Les années italiennes 1613/1627, nantes and Besançon, 2008/2009, no. 1) or
the Spadassino in the Herzog Anton Ulrich Museum, Braunschweig (Fig. 21 in the same catalogue). The
same bravura is to be seen in the Portrait of a Man at Hampton Court, (ibid., Fig 26), but the red lacquer
of the costume is applied with a more virtuoso technique that is especially striking, and more colourful
than most of the works of the Italian years. The fine brushwork in the detailed breast plate decoration,
also echoes that of the arabesque embroidery and medallion in the beautiful St. Agnes (ibid. no.47) of
c.1626 in terms of its impasto.
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The Portrait of a Gentleman with his Dog was first recognized as Vouet’s work by dr. Erich Schleier, and
both dominique Jacquot and Pierre rosenberg concur. It is the first example that fills this great gap in
the artist’s oeuvre. In the absence of any documentary information like a coat of arms, it has not been
possible to identify the sitter, but his grand costume and swagger point to a high social rank.
The sparse setting, limited to a bare brown interior with no decorative detail that might compete for
the viewer’s attention, is strictly intended to emphasize the spectacular profile of the noble sitter, who
wears a striking, splendid costume marked by shadows cast by the jacket on the shirt. Much
naturalistic attention is devoted too to the small dog (here a pentiment shows a double profile for the
nose) that matches the spontaneity of its master, keen to catch the slightest hint of a movement that
would mean a command.
The style of the work points to a date in Vouet’s career around 1620-21, suggesting that it was painted
in Genoa, a moment when his work is especially Caravaggesque in character. For in Vouet’s letter to
Cassiano dal Pozzo of 4 September 1621 he wrote that his hosts in Genoa, Marcantonio and Gian Carlo
doria, had asked him to paint some portraits of them “m’ hanno pregato a far qualche loro ritratto, ciò
che infin ora non avevo voluto fare in conto alcuno’1. It has a certain parallel with the Portrait of a
Gonfaloniere by Artemisia Gentileschi, now in the Museo Comunale (Palazzo Accursio) in Bologna. The
Gentileschi is signed (on the reverse of the original canvas, and apparently dated 1622, a time when the
artist was back in rome, after traveling to Florence and possibly to Genoa. Although her presence in
the city is not documented, it has been suggested that other pictures with a Genoese history, like the
Lucretia formerly in the durazzo-Adorno collection, may have been sent to Genoa from rome at the
beginning of the 1620s (see r. Ward Bissell, Artemisia Gentileschi and the Authority of Art, Penn State,
2000, p. 190, Cat no. 13). The painting seems to have come from either the Gentile or Pepoli families
in Bologna, and has some features that are paralleled in each, like the helmet on the table, and there is
some indication that Vouet may have included a banner in the upper corner of his picture,
subsequently not elaborated, but echoed in the Bologna painting. It may well be that the painting is of
a member of the doria family, and so linked with the over life-sized portrait of Giovanni Carlo doria
by Vouet now in the Louvre (rF 1979-20). This picture would appear to be referred to in a
correspondence from Vouet with Cassiano dal Pozzo (4 September 1621). From both of these
grandiose images we can see how the young painter caught the spirit of his time, in employing the new
realism that was essentially of Caravaggesque origin, in combination with a bombastic emphasis of the
importance of his client. This is similar to the achievement of the young Van dyck, in works like his
grandiose state portrait of Cardinal Guido Bentivoglio in Palazzo Pitti, Florence, which is generally
accepted to have been painted in rome in 1623.
The dating is also supported by some interesting reflections on the costume,for which we are indebted
to Graziella Butazzi’s experience in this field, and which we can summarize here. Generally the habit
1

G.G. Bottari - S. Ticozzi, Raccolta di lettere sulla pittura... 1880, ed. 1976, Vol. I, p. 333: see also V. Farina, ‘Un’ ipotesi per un
soggiorno genovese di Simon Vouet, Bollettino d’Arte, V serie, II, 2001, p.48/51
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suggests the military background of the sitter, referred to in the helmet on which he rests his right
hand. The leather waistcoat lined with red cloth is fashioned and decorated like a breastplate, worn
with the short pantaloons that were current at the end of the sixteenth century, but slightly longer
here, as became fashionable in the first decades of the seventeenth century. The stiff revere below the
waist is another feature of this period. The elaborate collar, of a type known as “à la confusion,”
characteristic of the fashion in the first three decades of the century, an alternative to the stiff ruffs
that were also current, gave the wearer greater ease of movement, and so was more suitable as military
apparel. The open right boot with its flap folded down to below the knee certainly points to a wound
that had been inflicted in battle or in a duel. Indeed, this leg does not have a close fitting sock as would
normally have been worn inside the boot, but it is folded down revealing a striped bandage that must
cover a wound.
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S I M o n E C A n TA r I n I c a l l e d I L P E S A r E S E
Pesaro 1612 - Verona 1648
Madonna and Child
oil on unlined canvas
41 x 53.5 cm
This is an early work by Simone Cantarini that has only recently come to light. despite his youth
Cantarini demonstrates great confidence in his brushwork, especially in the characteristic and vibrant
“cross hatching” on Christ’s torso. Cantarini returns to this subject many times in his career, and there
are a number of drawings that exist close to this composition - such as the Holy Family with St. John at
Lulworth Manor - yet none offer the playful simplicity of this early representation.
This Madonna and Child is one of the most exquisite products of the Bolognese tradition in the Seicento, an epitome of the sophisticated image that Annibale Carracci, domenichino and Guido reni
worked towards, a mixture of the naturalistic domestic scene of a mother and baby combined with
contrived emotional enhancement. The use of a halo of light around the head of the Madonna that so
unobtrusively enhances her receptive half-smiling head is a device that he also uses on other occasions,
as in the Holy Family in the collection of Palazzo Venezia, rome (now on loan to the Galleria nazionale
at Palazzo Barberini: Cantarini exhibition, Bologna, 1997 no. I. 48). The convention of the ochre sky
that distinguishes so many Bolognese visions of the heavenly sphere is thus brought into our own
space, and there is a deliberate and playful relationship elicited between the Child tugging on His
mother that brings the veneration of the deity into our own world. The Madonna seems from the same
model that Cantarini used in other situations, with the hair parted in the middle of the forehead, and
she was someone who evinced that patience, intimacy and gentleness that we can see in other Madonnas, like the one in the Prado, Madrid (Cantarini exhibition, cit., no. I. 33). It was an extraordinary talent that Cantarini had in conveying the psychological as well as the physical association of two figures
in an image.
We are grateful to Prof. Andrea Emiliani and Prof. renato roli for confirming the attribution.
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C I ro F E r r I
1634 - rome - 1689
Birth of the Virgin
oil on copper
57 x 54 cm
P ro V E n A n C E

Brisigotti Antiques Limited, London
L I T E r AT U r E

F. Borsi, Il Quirinale, Editalia (II ed.) 1982, p. 261;
G. Sestieri, Repertorio della Pittura Romana della fine del Seicento e del Settecento, Torino 1994, vol. 2, fig. 407
Ciro Ferri was the pupil and assistant to Pietro da Cortona. After getting established in his profession
in rome between 1652 and 16598, he moved to Florence in order to complete the decorations that
Pietro had left unfinished (namely the frescoes in the Sala di Apollo in Palazzo Pitti, 1659-1665) and to
undertake a number of commissions he received from the Grand duke. He returned to rome in 1667,
and on Pietro da Cortona’s death he was recognized as his official successor. during the last twenty
years of his career, and especially in the frescoes he painted in Villa Falconieri in Frascati, we can
discern a personal stylistic development away from his original baroque idiom to a language that opens
out into the rococo.
This painting on copper is a variation on the fresco that Guido reni painted above the entrance
doorway of the Annunciation Chapel in the Palazzo del Quirinale in rome, with a number of personal
inventions and alterations, like the figure of the novice, that of St. Joseph, the landscape through the
archway on the right, and the group of putti on the clouds, all strongly indebted to Pietro da Cortona.
reni’s painting does not include the scene on the left through the doorway. Some other parts are based
quite accurately on reni’s figures, like the girl entering the room holding the basin, St. Anne, and the
woman bearing the basket of washing on her head.
This work can be dated precisely to the time of the works done in the Gallery at the Quirinal
(16576/57), as a document in the Archivio di Stato in rome has been discovered that records a payment
of a hundred scudi made to the painter Ciro Ferri on 28th August 1657 for a copy painted on copper of
a scene from the Life of the Virgin in the Chapel of the Madonna in the Palazzo del Quirinale
(Montecavallo) painted by Guido reni. This confirms the identification of Ciro Ferri as the author of
this outstanding copper, setting aside the long-held idea that it is by his teacher, Pietro da Cortona.
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A B r A H A M B rU E G H E L
1631-1690
Still Life with flowers
oil on canvas
115 x 90 cm
P ro V E n A n C E :

Pardo Gallery, Paris 1969
L I T E r AT U r E :

Michel Faré, La pienture de la nature morte au XVIIe siècle, Paris 1974, p. 300-301
We are grateful to dr. Fred Mejier for recognising this as the work of Abraham Brueghel. He relates
the present painting to the signed works in the Lorenzelli Collection and in Musées royaux des BeauxArts, Bruxelles.
The artist was born in Antwerp, Belgium, where he spent most of his youth at. Much of his artistic
training came from the hands of his father, Jan Brueghel the Younger. Abraham also drew artistic influence for Abraham showed great promise as an artist from an early age, and even starting to make a
name for himself in his teenage years.
In 1649, at the age of 18, Abraham went to Italy to serve under commission for Prince Antonio ruffio
of Sicily. It was the first of many commissions in which Abraham demonstrated his artistic abilities in
drawing still lifes, usually flowers.
Ten years later, in 1659, Brueghel moved to rome, Italy and got married to an Italian woman less than a
year later. He continued painting portraits of objects in nature, and for his artistic abilities, in 1670 he
was invited into the Accademia di San Luca, a roman academy designated for giving a higher level of
education for artists.
A year later, Abraham moved to naples, Italy, where he remained until his death there in 1690
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nICoLAS PoUSSIn
1594- 1665
Landscape with a Lake
oil on Canvas
36.5 by 40 cm
Inscribed on the reverse of the original canvas:
Carlo Antonio Dal Pozzo
With the ‘Fideikommisse-Galerie’ stamp on the stretcher from the royal Collections, Hannover (dissolved 1925)
P ro V E n A n C E :

Carlo Antonio dal Pozzo (1606 – 1689) younger brother of Cassiano dal Pozzo (The inscription on the
back of the canvas points to this being one of the five landscapes in tele da testa that are listed in the
1689 inventory of Carlo Antonio dal Pozzo’s collection, after his death in 1689 ‘Cinque quadri in tela
poco più grandi di testa con paesi e figurine cornice dorate si credono del Posino’);
Heinrich Wilhelm Campe, Leipzig;
Sale: C.G. Boerner, Leipzig 24 September, 1827, no 105 (48 x 44 cm);
Bernhard Hausmann, Hannover, by 1827 (MS catalogue of his collection, Stadbibliothek, Hannover,
'Italienische Landschaft mit einem Kloster' Verzeichniss der Hausmann'schen Gemählde-Sammlung in
Hannover, Braunschweig, 1831, no. 116 (Caspar dughet [Poussin]) 18 X 16 1/2 Zoll;
Acquired with the Hausmann collection by King George V of Hannover, 1857;
Sale: Lepke, Berlin, 31 March, 1925, Gemälde aus der ehemaligen Galerie eines deutschen Fürstenhauses, 31 March, 1925, no. 59.(48 by 44) illustrated;
The Viscountess Lambert, Crediton, devon, since at least the 1950s;
Private European collection.
LIT ErAT UrE :

Katalog der zum ressort der Koniglchen Verwaltungs-Commission gehorigen Sammlung von Gemälden, Skulpturen
und Alterthumern im Provinzial-Museum gebaude an der Prinzenstrasse Nr 4 zu Hannover, Hannover 1891, III,
Gemaalde-Sammlung, von dr Eisenmann, Kassel, no. 400 (48 X 44);
Katalog der zur Fideicommiss-Galerie des Gesammthauses Braunschweig und Luneburg gehorigen
Sammlung von Gemälden und Skulturen im Provinzial-Museum... Hannover, 1902 no. 400 (Schule des
Gaspard Poussin)(48 X 44);
Katalog ...etc 1905, no. 310 'Poussin Gaspard dughet. Poussin' (48 by 44)
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nICoLAS PoUSSIn
1594- 1665
Baths of Diocletian
oil on Canvas
36.5 by 40 cm
Inscribed on the reverse of the original canvas:
Carlo Antonio Dal Pozzo

P ro V E n A n C E

Carlo Antonio dal Pozzo (1606 – 1689) younger brother of Cassiano dal Pozzo (The inscription on the
back of the canvas points to this being one of the five landscapes in tele da testa that are listed in the
1689 inventory of Carlo Antonio dal Pozzo’s collection, after his death in 1689 ‘Cinque quadri in tela
poco più grandi di testa con paesi e figurine cornice dorate si credono del Posino’);
Perhaps the ‘'View of the Baths of diocletian" by n. Poussin, sold at Stanley, London, June 16th 1831,
13 guineas;
denys Sutton, London;
Private Collection.
L I T E r AT U r E :

F.W. Hawcroft, ‘Ideal and Classical Landscape’ at Cardiff, in Burlington Magazine, CII, 1960, p. 128;
d. Sutton, ‘Il paesaggio classico e ideale’ in Arte Figurativa, 1960, VIII, no. 2, p. 23-25;
M. Chiarini, ‘Appunti sulla pittura del paesaggio a roma tra il 1620 e il 1650’, Paragone, 175, 1964, pl. 64;
M-n. Boisclair, ‘Gaspard dughet: une chronolgie revisée’ Revue de l’Art, no. 34, 1976, p. 50;
L. Salerno, Pittori dei paesaggio del Seicento a Roma, 1977-78, Fig. 86.16;
M-n. Boisclair, Gaspard Dughet: Etude de sa vie et de son oeuvre, Thèse de IIIe cycle, Un. Paris Sorbonne
June 1978, p. 142-143, Cat 350;
M. Kitson, ‘Gaspard dughet at Kenwood’, Burlington Magazine, CXXII, 1980, p, 648;
M-n. Boisclair, Gaspard Dughet, Arthena, Paris 1986, p. 291, cat. no. 408, Fig 447.
EXHI BITIonS:

Cardiff, national Museum of Wales, 1960, Ideal and Classical Landscape, no. 37;
Bologna, Palazzo dell’ Archiginnasio, L’ Ideale classico e la pittura di paesaggio, 1962, no. 118; London,
Iveagh Bequest, Kenwood, Gaspard Dughet, , 1980, no. 20.
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CoPIES

Exist in the following collections: Chatsworth, devonshire collection, 35,5 by 45,5 cm: M-n. Boisclair,
Gaspard dughet, 1986, p. 292, no. 412; Bolton Museum 38,1 x 48,5 cm, attributed to Gaspard dughet
(purchased 1898); Christies sale, South Kensington, dec 7, 2005, Lot 191, and 26 April 2006, Lot 69,
41,5 by 53 cm, inscr. n. PoUSSIn lower right; this is perhaps by orizzonte.
These two landscapes, which have different provenances in the last two hundred years, are bound together by their character, and in having originally belonged to Carlo Antonio dal Pozzo, Cassiano’s
younger brother. They probably correspond to two of the five landscapes in tele da testa that are listed in
the 1689 inventory of Carlo Antonio dal Pozzo’s collection, after his death in 1689 ‘Cinque quadri in
tela poco più grandi di testa con paesi e figurine cornice dorate si credono del Posino’ (nos. 281-285;
d.L. Sparti, Le collezioni dal Pozzo, Storia di una famiglia e del suo museo nella Roma seicentesca, 1992, p. 187).
They are important because there are few small landscapes from Poussin’s maturity, and they correspond to the time, around the middle of the century, when he had painted the larger landscapes, like
the Temps Calme, Orage and Landscape with Three Men in the Prado. Poussin’s patrons for these works
were largely French, in Lyon and Paris, and his friends in rome had little to recall them from - apart
from the copies that were undoubtedly also much admired. He had particular gratitude to Carlo Antonio, who was a good friend, his executor who looked after his house and Mme Poussin when he had to
travel to Paris in 1640-42, so it was natural for him to produce these works for him. In many ways they
resemble the backgrounds of paintings like the Phocion landscapes, or the Prado Landscape with Three
Men, but they tell us something about his enjoyment of the medium that the intellectual veneer of the
larger paintings has obscured.
Poussin was one of the great landscapists of the European tradition, and he learnt his trade well, studying in the footsteps of Annibale Carracci and domenichino. In 1630 Cassiano dal Pozzo wrote that
Poussin was willing to paint prospettive superior to those of Filippo napoletano and Paul Brill, and at
the end of the century Henri de Loménie, Comte de Brienne, wrote that he knew of ‘more than thirty
little landscapes that I saw by is hand in various Paris collections’. A few works, like the
Montpellier/new York View of Grottaferrata with Venus and Adonis and the Montpellier Landscape with a
Sleeping Nymph have acquired the credentials to be recognized as autograph, but apart from the exLeon pair in the national Gallery and the Montreal Landscape with a Man pursued by a Snake there is not
much to represent the period when landscape as an idiom really took off in rome, in other words the
1630s. Poussin not only continued to exploit the genre, painting works for the celebrated series for the
King of Spain for his Buen retiro Anchorite Saints series, but also he educated Gaspard dughet in the
art of landscape, and impressed a style on him that he continued to exploit for a long career in the
roman Campagna. In 1649 Abraham Bosse refers to Poussin’s landscapes that he did for enjoyment
“estant à mon avis très universel & à un tel point, que j’ay veu mesme des Paisages, qu’ils a faits par divertissement, qui doivent tenir le premier rang en ce genre d’ouvrage’. The present landscapes which
are bound together by obvious stylistic traits - the architectural backbone of the design, the strong
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construction of the forms and the immensely satisfying balance of the motifs in the natural setting are some of the missing pieces that show the true nature of Poussin’s mastery of the landscape
medium. There is still the sensation, as in some of the Flights in Egypt that the setting is built around a
model stage set, which gives all the right proportions to the scenery, the coulisses and the recession
through the centre, but it is a language in which the fluency of landscape is as free as in the landscape
drawings from nature, which include many of the group the great drawings collector P-J. Mariette
(1694-1744) had in an album and are now listed as “Group G’ ever since John Shearman had difficulty
integrating this aspect of Poussin’s work with the rest of the much more tentative design style.
The recent Poussin and Nature exhibition in Bilbao and new York has underlined that Poussin’s ap-

X rAY of Landscape with a lake with pentimenti marked

proach to natural landscape features was what determined the design of many of these works. Pierre
rosenberg notes (p. 266 in the new York edition of the catalogue) that in the great Storm Landscape
with Pyramus and Thisbe in Frankfurt, the figure subject can be seen as an afterthought, in a way recalling Claude Lorrain’s well-known opinion that the figures were an addition ‘thrown in’ with his landscapes. This is not really the case with Poussin: but it is true that many of the landscapes, at least those
that are predominantly devoted to this kind of feature, show clearly that the lines of the landscape
precede the insertion of the figures. Their choice and disposition is quite capricious, so much that it is
often at odds with the received interpretation of a given story. This means that it is not always imperative to track the bookish classical theme as the backbone of the meaning but more a question of enjoying the view. From the Death of Eurydice to the figure of Diogenes in the Louvre painting, the banks,
expanses of water and hills precede the choice of figures, run underneath them, and are the true
theme, one which allowed his patrons to share with him some of the joys of the passeggiate del Pussino
along the banks of the Tiber and in the Campagna. And while the invention of figure subjects, and
their backgrounds, was evidently as painful a quarry as it had been with domenichino, the actual detail
of landscape was a supreme relaxation, both in pen, brush and wash, and in oil.
X-rays of both painting show the extent to which the design of each is base on architectural features,
and it is interesting that Poussin should have painted recollections of classical buildings well-known to
his friend: the Baths of Diocletian on the one hand (now S. Maria degli Angeli and the Museo nazionale
romano) and the complex of S. Giorgio in Velabro. More pediments and buildings are under the foliage of the lake, and the ramp on the right -hand side of the Baths has been modified, as also the
cubic shapes of the stones in the foreground, which themselves are reminiscent of such features in the
Chicago Landscape with St John on Patmos.
Humphrey Wine (National Gallery Catalogues: The Seventeenth Century Paintings, p. 342, 345) has suggested
that the two ex-Leon Landscapes in the national Gallery, which are arguably from the collection of Cassiano dal Pozzo, should be linked with the 1689 reference in the inventory taken after the death of
Carlo Antonio, which refers to five landscapes on tele da testa. The national Gallery paintings are however, fuori misura, at 63 x 78 cm, a tela da testa should be around 44 by 54 cm.
It is not clear that the Montreal picture (no. 27 in nY catalogue), another presumed Cassiano dal
Pozzo painting, can be associated (as A.F. Blunt did) with the picture sold in London, Marquis de Bute
Christie’s, 22+ June 1822, ‘A bold and fine landscape with a figure angling’ which may have been a version of the Lake exhibited here. The fishing element is a quite subsidiary element in the Montreal picture, and an auctioneer would have certainly referred to the snake that is the central motif.
We are gratful to Sir denis Mahon, Prof. Timothy Standring and Pierre rosenberg for confirming the
attribution of these two works.
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